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AT&T ILLINOIS’ REPLY TO BRIEFS ON EXCEPTIONS

Illinois Bell Telephone Company (“AT&T Illinois”), by its counsel, respectfully submits

this reply to Sprint’s and Staff’s Exceptions to the Proposed Arbitration Decision (“PAD”).

I. INTRODUCTION

Sprint’s Brief on Exceptions (“Sprint Exc.”) is an affront to this Commission’s

Administrative Law Judges and Staff, who worked long and hard to resolve the many

challenging issues the parties presented. Among the more shameful of Sprint’s insults are these:

 “The most discouraging part of the ALJs’ analysis is their willingness to accept
AT&T’s company line, without critical analysis, on every key issue
presented . . . .”1

 “The Commission should do the work that the ALJs did not.”2

 “The ALJs have, as noted, gone out of their way to accept AT&T’s position on
every key issue.”3

While the ALJs are the explicit target of Sprint’s abuse, Sprint wrongs Staff as well, because the

vast majority of the ALJs’ decisions were in accord with Staff’s recommendations, as evidenced

1 Sprint Exc. at 1.

2 Id.

3 Id. at 10.
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by the fact that Staff took exception on only two issues. Thus, if Sprint’s accusations about the

ALJs were true, then Staff would be guilty of grievous error as well. But Sprint’s accusations

are not true. Sprint lost the issues it lost because Sprint was wrong on the merits, not because the

ALJs or Staff did not do their job or uncritically accepted AT&T Illinois’ “company line.” And

Sprint lost as many issues as it did because it took extreme positions that were patently

unreasonable and, in many instances, contrary to law.

The ALJs reviewed nearly 1500 pages of prefiled testimony and exhibits; conducted three

full days of evidentiary hearings (899 pages of transcript) at which they were able to observe the

witnesses’ demeanor and hear the parties’ legal arguments on many of the issues; and were

informed by 611 pages of post-hearing legal briefs by Sprint, AT&T Illinois and Staff. The

Commission should be wary of setting aside the ALJs’ well-considered resolutions of the issues

based on Sprint’s after-the-fact sniping – much of which mischaracterizes the arguments that

were presented to the ALJs and thus is more a second bite at the apple than genuine exceptions to

what the ALJs decided – particularly when so many of the ALJs’ decisions were grounded in the

recommendations of expert Commission Staff.

As for Sprint’s request for oral argument, the Commission should not reward Sprint’s

assault on the ALJs’ integrity and Staff’s competence by giving Sprint another platform.

Sprint’s 126 pages of exceptions amply communicated Sprint’s views, and the reasons Sprint

gives for its extraordinary request for oral argument4 are conspicuously weak. The Commission

does not need to hear oral presentations on the Second Circuit decision that Sprint offers as an

excuse for oral argument (Sprint Exc. at 10), any more than it needs to hear oral argument on the

dozens of other precedents the parties have cited; the mere fact that the Second Circuit’s decision

4 To the best of AT&T Illinois’ knowledge, the Commission has not heard oral argument in an interconnection
agreement arbitration or complaint case in this century.
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happens to be recent does not mean it is in special need of extra explication – especially since the

Second Circuit’s views are not controlling here. And Sprint’s plea that this will be the

Commission’s first chance to apply the FCC’s 2011 CAF Order (id.) is equally feeble. It is a

rare Commission arbitration decision that is not the Commission’s first chance to apply some

FCC order and, again, there is nothing about the CAF Order that distinctively warrants oral

argument.5

II. USE OF INTERCONNECTION FACILITIES (ISSUES 13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 30)

ISSUE 13(a): Should the definition of Interconnection be based on both Part
51 and Part 20 of the FCC’s rules?

Sprint contends that the PAD erred by not accepting Sprint’s proposal to define

“Interconnection” by cross-referencing the FCC’s definition of “Interconnection or

Interconnected” in 47 C.F.R. § 20.3, in addition to 47 C.F.R. § 51.5. Sprint Exc. at 25. The

PAD properly rejected Sprint’s proposal. As the PAD correctly recognizes, the parties have

negotiated and are arbitrating this interconnection agreement (“ICA”) pursuant to sections 251

and 252 of the 1996 Act. Pursuant to section 252(c) of the 1996 Act, the Commission, in

resolving issues in this arbitration, must “ensure that such resolution and conditions meet the

requirements of section 251, including the regulations prescribed by the [FCC] pursuant to

section 251.” 47 U.S.C. § 252(c) (emphasis added). The rules promulgated by the FCC pursuant

to section 251 are those set forth 47 C.F.R. Part 51. Accordingly, pursuant to section 252(c), the

appropriate definition of “Interconnection” for purposes of this ICA is the definition that appears

in section 51.5 of Part 51, i.e., the “linking of two networks for the mutual exchange of traffic.”

47 C.F.R. § 51.5. AT&T Illinois’ Initial Post-Hearing Brief (“AT&T Br.”) at 13.

5 Sprint’s request for oral argument is also procedurally improper, because 83 Ill. Adm. Code § 761.450, which
Sprint offers as the basis for its request for oral argument (Sprint Exc. at 10), allows the Commission to hear oral
argument “on its own motion” (emphasis added), not at the request of a party.
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As the PAD also correctly recognizes, Part 20 of the FCC’s rules, in contrast to Part 51,

was not promulgated to implement sections 251 and 252. Rather, the purpose of the rules in Part

20 is to “set forth the requirements and conditions applicable to commercial mobile radio service

providers.” 47 C.F.R. § 20.1. For that purpose, the FCC adopted a much broader definition of

“Interconnection” than the definition in Rule 51.5.6 Sprint’s proposal to incorporate the broader

definition of “Interconnection or Interconnected” in 47 C.F.R. § 20.3 goes beyond the

requirements of section 251(c)(2). Staff agreed, and therefore endorsed AT&T Illinois’ proposed

definition of “Interconnection.” Staff Br. at 62-63.

Sprint makes two arguments, neither one of which supports reversal of the PAD’s

decision. First, Sprint suggests that there is “no material difference between Part 51 and Part 20

Interconnection.” Sprint Exc. at 25. If that were the case, then Sprint would have no basis to

complain about the PAD’s decision to adopt a definition of Interconnection that refers solely to

the definition in FCC Rule 51.5. Second, Sprint argues that “whatever rights it has under Part 20

must be woven into the ICA.” Sprint Exc. at 25. Sprint, however, cites no legal support for this

argument and none exists.

ISSUE 19: Should the definition of “Interconnection Facilities” reference
the FCC’s definition of “Interconnection” in 47 C.F.R. § 51.5?

Sprint takes exception to the PAD’s approval of AT&T Illinois’ language for the last

sentence of the definition of “Interconnection Facilities,” which states: “For avoidance of doubt,

but subject to Attachment 02, section 5.6, the facilities referred to in this definition mean the

entrance facilities used exclusively for Interconnection as defined at 47 C.F.R. section 51.5.”

This language makes clear that Interconnection Facilities must be used exclusively for

6 The definition in 47 C.F.R. § 20.3 reads: “Interconnection or Interconnected. Direct or indirect connection
through automatic or manual means (by wire, microwave, or other technologies such as store and forward) to permit
the transmission or reception of messages or signals to or from points in the public switched network.”
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Interconnection as the FCC has defined that term in the context of section 251(c)(2) of the 1996

Act (i.e., 47 C.F.R. § 51.5). PAD 7-9. Sprint asserts that “[t]here is no provision of the Act, and

no FCC rule, that supports this proposed limitation, and none is cited in the PAD.” Sprint Exc. at

21. Sprint is wrong, because the PAD does, in fact, cite extensive authority supporting the

approved limitation. PAD at 8.

In particular, as the PAD correctly finds, both the FCC and the United States Supreme

Court have expressly recognized the limitation on the use of TELRIC-priced entrance facilities

to Interconnection as defined in FCC Rule 51.5, which necessarily flows from the fact that

section 251(c)(2) (which requires ILECs to provide interconnection) is the only statutory source

of an ILEC’s obligation to make cost-based entrance facilities available to requesting carriers. In

the Triennial Review Remand Order, the FCC made a finding of “non-impairment” with respect

to entrance facilities, thereby eliminating the ILECs’ obligation to provide CLECs with access to

entrance facilities as unbundled network elements (“UNEs”) pursuant to section 251(c)(3) of the

1996 Act. Unbundled Access to Network Elements, 20 FCC Rcd 2533, 2609-2611, ¶¶ 136-

141(2005) (“Triennial Review Remand Order”). Thus, as the FCC made clear in its Talk

America amicus brief, cost-based entrance facilities can no longer be used “more expansively”

by CLECs for non-interconnection purposes, as they could be prior to the elimination of such

facilities as UNEs; rather, they are to be “provided solely for interconnection under Section

251(c)(2).” AT&T Cross Ex. 1, p. 22, n. 6 (emphasis added). As the PAD notes, the Supreme

Court agreed, stating that “entrance facilities leased under § 251(c)(2) can be used only for

interconnection,” i.e., “to link the incumbent provider’s telephone network with the competitor’s

network for the mutual exchange of traffic.” Talk America at 2257, 2264 (emphasis added). As
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much as Sprint would like it to do so, the Commission is not free to disregard this plain and

unambiguous statement from the highest court in the land.

Although Talk America is more than adequate authority to support the PAD’s decision,

that decision is, as the PAD indicates, also supported by this Commission’s decision in Docket

No. 05-0442, which addressed CLECs’ rights to use TELRIC-priced entrance facilities as

follows:

The Commission sees the principal question here as whether entrance
facilities, no longer available as a leased UNE, can be simply reclassified as
interconnection facilities if used solely for the purpose of interconnecting
ILEC/CLEC networks for the mutual exchange of traffic. . . . [T]he
Commission agrees with CLECs and Staff that entrance facilities should be
available to CLECs if used for the sole purpose of interconnection.

Arbitration Decision, Docket No. 05-0442, Access One, Inc., et al., Petition for Arbitration

pursuant to Section 252(b) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 with Illinois Bell Telephone

Company to Amend Existing Interconnection Agreements to Incorporate the Triennial Review

Order and the Triennial Review Remand Order (ICC Nov. 2, 2005) (“TRO/TRRO Arbitration

Decision”), at 43-44 (emphasis added). In affirming the TRO/TRRO Arbitration Decision, the

U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit stated, “Under [that] order, CLECs use entrance

facilities exclusively for interconnection . . . .” Illinois Bell Telephone Company v. Box, 526 F.3d

1069, 1071 (7th Cir. 2008) (emphasis added). PAD at 8.7 The Commission should reject

Sprint’s request (Exc. at 23) that the Commission ignore the plain language of the TRO/TRRO

Arbitration Decision and the Seventh Circuit’s decision on appeal of that order. If the

Commission and the Seventh Circuit had intended that TELRIC-priced Interconnection Facilities

7 See also, Sw. Bell Tel., L.P. v. Missouri Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 530 F. 3d 676, 684 (8th Cir. 2008) (affirming decision
of the Missouri Public Service Commission (“MPSC”), in which “the MPSC found, and the district court agreed, the
entrance facilities requested by CLECs would be used solely for interconnection purposes within the meaning of
§ 251(c)(2)” (emphasis added)).
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can be used for any purpose so as long as one of the purposes is section 251(c)(2)

Interconnection, as Sprint suggests, there would have been no reason to use words like “only”

and “exclusively.” In fact, those words, and the limitation they express, are fully supported by a

proper reading of the Triennial Review Remand Order, as the FCC and the Supreme Court

confirmed in Talk America.

Sprint’s opposition to the word “exclusively” not only is contrary to the weight of

authority, as cited by the PAD, but also is contradicted by Sprint’s own acknowledgment that

Interconnection Facilities cannot be used to carry “backhaul” traffic. Sprint Br. at 25; Sprint

Exc. at 26 (“Sprint’s proposed ICA § 3.5.3, Attachment 2, affirmatively prevents Interconnection

Facilities from being used . . . for ‘backhauling’ traffic.”) Sprint’s acknowledgement was

unavoidable as a matter of law. As the Seventh Circuit noted in Illinois Bell Telephone Co. v.

Box, supra, because entrance facilities are to be used “exclusively for interconnection,” ILECs

are entitled to “block any attempted use of an entrance facility for backhauling.” 526 F.3d at

1069. As the FCC has emphasized, “backhauling occurs whenever a competitive LEC [or

wireless carrier] uses an entrance facility for a purpose other than interconnection.” AT&T

Cross Ex. 1, FCC Talk America amicus brief, at 6, n.4. By definition, therefore, any use of

entrance facilities for a purpose other than Interconnection (i.e., the “mutual exchange of traffic”)

constitutes “backhauling” and, by Sprint’s own admission, is not permissible.

FCC Rule 51.305 (47 C.F.R. § 51.305), on which Sprint relies (Sprint Exc. at 21), merely

provides that a carrier cannot obtain interconnection from an ILEC pursuant to section 251(c)(2)

if the only reason for the interconnection is to originate and terminate interexchange traffic. The

rule does not say that a carrier entitled to obtain TELRIC-priced Interconnection Facilities

pursuant to section 251(c)(2) for mutual exchange of local traffic is entitled to use the same
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facilities for sending interexchange traffic to, or receiving interexchange traffic from, IXCs. In

fact, Rule 51.305 does not talk about Interconnection Facilities at all. The rule certainly cannot

be interpreted as superseding the FCC’s and Supreme Court’s pronouncements in Talk America

that Interconnection Facilities are to be used “only” for section 251(c)(2) Interconnection.

Contrary to Sprint’s assertion (Exc. at 22), the FCC’s Report and Order and Further

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Connect America Fund et al., WC Docket No. 10-90 et al.,

FCC 11-161 at para. 1404 (rel. Nov. 18, 2011) (“CAF Order”) does not “confirm” Sprint’s “right

to deliver all traffic on a Section 251(c)(2) Interconnection Facility so long as there is some

traffic that is indisputably Section 251(c)(2) telephone exchange or exchange access traffic.”

Sprint Exc. at 22 (emphasis in original). The language of the CAF Order on which Sprint relies

was intended to resolve a “potential ambiguity in existing law” regarding carriers’ ability to use

existing 251(c)(2) interconnection arrangements to exchange VoIP-to-PSTN traffic, given the

fact that the FCC has never classified interconnected VoIP services as “telecommunications

services.” CAF Order at ¶¶ 954, 972. In resolving that ambiguity, the FCC stated that as long as

a carrier is using an existing section 251(c)(2) interconnection arrangement to exchange some

telephone exchange service and/or exchange access service, section 251(c)(2) “does not preclude

the carrier from using that same functionality to exchange other traffic with the incumbent LEC,

as well.” CAF Order at ¶ 972 (emphasis added). VoIP-to-PSTN traffic is exchanged between

the VoIP providers’ and ILECs’ end users. Accordingly, the phrase “exchange other traffic with

the [ILEC]” must be read as a reference to the FCC’s Rule 51.5 definition of Interconnection as

the “linking of two networks for the mutual exchange of traffic.” 47 C.F.R. § 51.5. Nothing in

the CAF Order overrides the prohibition (agreed to by Sprint) on using Interconnection Facilities

for routing backhaul traffic which, by definition, constitutes traffic that is not mutually
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exchanged with AT&T Illinois. Accordingly, as the PAD correctly found, the CAF Order does

not “help Sprint’s position.” PAD at 8.

Sprint asserts that the ALJs “disregarded sound policy considerations,” by which Sprint

means that the language approved by the PAD will allegedly require Sprint to “maintain

unnecessary, duplicative facilities and pay unnecessary costs.” Sprint Exc. at 24. As the ALJs

correctly recognized, however, the Commission is not free to substitute its judgment for that of

the FCC and the Supreme Court. Moreover, there is no basis for Sprint’s complaint about the

impact of the use limitation adopted by the PAD. Pursuant to the Commission’s TRO/TRRO

Arbitration Decision, the requirement that cost-based Interconnection Facilities provided

pursuant to section 251(c)(2) be used only for Interconnection has been in place in Illinois for

eight years, and there is not one shred of evidence that the requirement has caused a hardship.

Furthermore, if Sprint is forced to “maintain unnecessary, duplicative facilities,” Sprint

has only itself to blame. Sprint could easily have avoided that simply by agreeing to maintain

the current, voluntarily negotiated CMRS model interconnection arrangement, because that

arrangement allows Sprint to use the same transport facilities, leased from AT&T Illinois at

special access rates (as discounted by a shared facilities factor), to carry both 251(c)(2)

Interconnection traffic and non-Interconnection traffic (i.e., backhaul traffic). Sprint has been

operating under that arrangement for many years, and AT&T Illinois was willing to maintain that

arrangement, just as it is doing with other CMRS providers and just as AT&T Illinois’ affiliated

ILECs are doing with Sprint in at least ten other states. See AT&T Br. at 5; AT&T Illinois’ Post-

Hearing Reply Brief (“AT&T Reply”) at 7.

Any need for Sprint to maintain separate facilities for both Interconnection and non-

Interconnection purposes (including backhauling) under the new ICA is a necessary consequence
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of Sprint’s desire to convert its network interconnection arrangement with AT&T Illinois from

the CMRS model to the section 251(c)(2) model in order to take advantage of the right conferred

by Talk America to obtain TELRIC-priced Interconnection Facilities. In order to take advantage

of that right, Sprint must also live with Talk America’s limitation on the use of such facilities to

Interconnection as defined in FCC Rule 51.5. Sprint has agreed, consistent with this limitation,

that the new ICA should contain language that “affirmatively prevents” Sprint from using cost-

based Interconnection Facilities for backhauling. Sprint Exc. at 26. This necessarily means that

Sprint will need to establish separate facilities for Interconnection and non-Interconnection

purposes (i.e., backhaul). Sprint cannot complain about its self-imposed need to maintain

separate transport facilities for Interconnection and non-Interconnection traffic.

Sprint also asserts (id.) that the definition of Interconnection in Rule 51.5 includes no

“end user” limitation, and argues that the PAD therefore erred in finding that “[a] call between a

Sprint customer and an IXC does not involve an AT&T customer and, thus, is not Section

251(c)(2) traffic.” PAD at 8-9. For the reasons discussed in connection with Issue 20(b), below,

the PAD’s finding is correct and should be affirmed.

In any event, Sprint’s assertions regarding the proper interpretation of Rule 51.5, even if

valid (and they are not), would not support rejection of the language the PAD approved for the

definition of Interconnection Facilities (Attach. 2, section 5.6), which is the subject of Issue 19.

That language simply states that Interconnection Facilities are to be used “exclusively for

Interconnection as defined at 47 C.F.R. section 51.5”; it does not adopt any particular

interpretation of Rule 51.5. Thus, Sprint’s disagreement with the PAD’s interpretation of Rule

51.5, which is relevant to the language in dispute for Issues 20 and 24, has no bearing on the

language the PAD approved for Issue 19.
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ISSUE 20(a): Should the ICA state that the Interconnection Facilities
available to Sprint at TELRIC prices be limited to those
facilities used “solely” for section 251(c)(2) interconnection?

ISSUE 20(b): Should the ICA provide that Interconnection Facilities
purchased at TELRIC rates may not be used for 911 and
Equal Access trunks?

There is no rational basis for Sprint’s opposition to the statement in Attachment 2, section

3.5.2, that Interconnection Facilities may be used by Sprint “solely” for section 251(c)(2)

Interconnection. (Issue 20(a)). As discussed above, and as the PAD correctly recognizes (at 11),

AT&T Illinois’ proposed language perfectly aligns with the FCC’s rulings and the decision in

Talk America.

With respect to Issue 20(b), AT&T Illinois agrees with Staff’s exception to the PAD’s

determination that 911 calls made by Sprint customers to AT&T Illinois-served PSAPs may be

sent over TELRIC-priced Interconnections Facilities. Staff Exc. at 1-10. For the reasons

discussed by Staff and by AT&T Illinois in its Brief on Exceptions (pp. 6-11), the PAD’s

decision on the 911 issue should be reversed.

Sprint (Exc. at 26) takes exception to the PAD’s ruling that Sprint should not be allowed

to use TELRIC-priced Interconnection Facilities to carry calls between customers of Sprint and

an IXC (“equal access” or “IXC” traffic). PAD at 8-9, 12. Sprint’s exception must be rejected.

As the PAD properly determined, the facilities used to carry such traffic are not used for

Interconnection within the meaning of Rule 51.5, because they are not used for the “mutual

exchange of traffic” between customers of Sprint and AT&T Illinois. PAD at 8-9, 12.

Sprint argues that all “calls delivered between Sprint’s switch and AT&T’s switch

qualifies [sic] as Section 251(c)(2) traffic,” whether or not the call is originated by or terminated

to an AT&T Illinois customer. Sprint Exc. at 13, 26. The PAD properly rejected Sprint’s

argument. For purposes of section 251(c)(2), Interconnection is defined by FCC Rule 51.5.
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Under that Rule, Interconnection is not defined broadly in terms of all traffic that is sent from

one party’s switch to another party’s switch; in fact, the word “switch” does not appear in the

rule. Rather, Interconnection is more narrowly defined as the linking of two carriers’ networks

for the “mutual exchange of traffic.” 47 C.F.R. § 51.5. As signaled by the words “mutual

exchange,” Interconnection involves the exchange of traffic that is originated by and delivered to

end users of the two parties to the Interconnection arrangement (here, Sprint and AT&T Illinois),

not traffic originated by, or destined for delivery to, a third party, such as an IXC. As the PAD

correctly recognizes, in the latter instance, AT&T Illinois is merely acting as an intermediary to

facilitate the exchange of traffic between Sprint and a third party; there is no mutual exchange of

traffic between Sprint and AT&T Illinois.

This common sense interpretation of Rule 51.5 is supported by the FCC’s amicus brief to

the Supreme Court in Talk America (see AT&T Br. at 22), and numerous decisions of the

Supreme Court and other courts, which make clear that the purpose of the section 251(c)(2)

interconnection requirement is to “ensure[] that customers on a competitor’s network can call

customers on the incumbent’s network, and vice versa.” Talk America, 131 S. Ct. 2254, 2258.

See also Autotel v. Nevada Bell Telephone Co., 697 F.3d 846, 849 (9th Cir. 2012)

(interconnection allows “customers of one LEC to call the customers of another” (quoting

Verizon California, Inc. v. Peevey, 462 F.3d 1142, 1146 (9th Cir. 2006)); Puerto Rico Tel. Co.. v.

SprintCom, Inc., 662 F.3d 74, 80 (1st Cir. 2011) (“Interconnection allows customers of one LEC

to call the customers of another, with the calling party’s LEC (the ‘originating’ carrier)

transporting the call to the connection point, where the called party’s LEC (the ‘terminating’

carrier) takes over and transports the call to its end point.”); Pacific Bell Tel. Co. v. California

Pub. Utils. Comm'n, 621 F.3d 836, 840 (9th Cir. 2010) (“interconnection provides a way for a
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competitive LEC’s customers to reach AT&T’s customers and vice versa”); Global Naps, Inc. v.

Verizon New England, Inc., 444 F.3d 59, 62 (1st Cir. 2006) (“Interconnection permits customers

of one local exchange carrier to make calls to, and receive calls from, customers of other local

exchange carriers.”); Global Naps, Inc. v. Massachusetts Dept. of Telecommunications and

Energy, 427 F.3d 34, 36 (1st Cir. 2005) (“Interconnection allows customers of CLECs to receive

calls from, and place calls to, customers of ILECs.”); Verizon New York Inc. v. Global NAPS,

Inc., 463 F. Supp. 2d 330, 333 (E.D.N.Y. 2006) (interconnection “permits customers of one local

exchange carrier to make calls to, and receive calls from, customers of other local exchange

carriers”). In light of this extensive precedent, which Sprint fails to acknowledge, much less

address, Sprint’s exception to the PAD’s interpretation of FCC Rule 51.5 fails.

The PAD’s decision with respect to IXC traffic is also supported by the Commission’s

2004 arbitration decision involving MCI and SBC Illinois (n/k/a AT&T Illinois). There, the

Commission concluded that MCI was solely responsible for the facilities that carry 911 trunks

and Meet Point Trunks (which, like “Equal Access trunks,” are used to connect the CLEC with

IXCs via AT&T Illinois’ access tandem):

MCI is responsible for providing the facilities that MCI uses to provide
telecommunications services to its end users.… None of these facilities
[including 911, OS/DA, and Meet Point] are used to connect calls between
an MCI end user and an SBC end user. Rather, MCI uses them to provide
services to its own customers. SBC’s proposed language for Section 2.5
makes MCI responsible for the transport facilities necessary to do so. It is
therefore adopted.

Arbitration Decision, Docket 04-0469, MCI Metro Access Transmission Communications, Inc.,

et al. Petition for Arbitration of Interconnection Rates, Terms and Conditions, and Related

Arrangements with Illinois Bell Telephone Company Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the

Telecommunications Act of 1996 (ICC Nov. 30, 2004) (“MCI Arbitration Decision”), at 84. The

Commission declined to include Mass Calling trunks with 911, OS/DA, and Meet Point trunks as
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MCI’s sole responsibility, because the Commission found that Mass Calling trunks, unlike 911,

OS/DA, and Meet Point Trunks, did connect MCI’s end users and AT&T Illinois’ end users. In

this way, the Commission made clear that the facilities that carry 911 and Equal Access trunks,

which do not connect Sprint’s end users with AT&T Illinois’ end users, are Sprint’s

responsibility alone. AT&T Br. at 20-21.

Sprint erroneously argues that the PAD’s treatment of IXC traffic is inconsistent with the

“accepted understanding of backhaul” which, according to Sprint, is limited to traffic sent over

facilities “that connect points within a CLECs’ network.” Sprint Exc. at 14-15. Sprint’s narrow

“understanding” is contradicted by the FCC’s statement that “backhauling is not limited to calls

that originate and terminate with a competitive LEC’s customers,” but instead, “occurs whenever

a competitive LEC uses an entrance facility for a purpose other than interconnection.” AT&T

Cross Ex. 1, FCC amicus brief at 6, n. 4. As one example of backhauling (i.e., an example of

what does not constitute Interconnection), the FCC described a CLEC’s use of an ILEC’s

entrance facility to exchange traffic with a third party. Id. Similarly, in Illinois Bell Telephone

Co. v. Box, the Seventh Circuit expressly recognized that “backhauling” includes not only a

CLEC’s use of entrance facilities to route traffic among its own customers, but also a CLEC’s

use of entrance facilities “to transport traffic from the customers of one CLEC to the customers

of another using the ILEC’s circuits as intermediaries.” 526 F.3d 1069, 1071.

As with the examples of backhauling described by the FCC and the Seventh Circuit,

Sprint’s use of AT&T Illinois as an “intermediary” to facilitate Sprint’s exchange of traffic with

IXCs does not involve or benefit AT&T Illinois’ customers and, therefore, constitutes the use of

AT&T Illinois’ facilities for purposes “other than interconnection,” i.e., “backhauling.” AT&T

Cross Ex. 1, FCC amicus brief at 6, n. 4. This further supports the PAD’s determination that
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Sprint should not be allowed to use Interconnection Facilities for IXC traffic since, as Sprint

acknowledges, using Interconnection Facilities for backhauling is something to be “affirmatively

prevented.” Sprint Exc. at 26.

Ignoring the extensive precedent (including the FCC’s amicus brief and the Supreme

Court’s decision in Talk America) discussed above, Sprint puts virtually all its eggs in the basket

of a recent decision of the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, Southern New England Tel.

Co. v. Comcast Phone of Connecticut, Inc., Docket No. 11-2332, slip op. (2d Cir., May 1, 2013)

(“SNET”). Sprint Exc. at 19. That decision, however, does not support Sprint’s position. The

issue in SNET was whether ILECs have an obligation under section 251(c)(2) to provide CLECs

with transit service at TELRIC-based prices. In holding that they do, the court concluded that

the provision of transit service by ILECs is necessary to enable CLECs to meet their obligations

under section 251(a) to indirectly interconnect with one another for the mutual exchange of non-

access (i.e., local exchange) traffic between their end users. SNET does not address the issue

here, which is whether Sprint can use TELRIC-priced Interconnection Facilities provided by

AT&T Illinois for the exchange of access traffic with an IXC.

In any event, Second Circuit decisions are not controlling in Illinois. For the reasons

previously discussed, and for the additional reasons discussed below in connection with Issue 43,

SNET, including that decision’s analysis of the scope of the section 251(c)(2) Interconnection

requirement, was wrongly decided. In particular, to the extent that the Second Circuit suggested

that section 251(c)(2) Interconnection, as defined in Rule 51.5, is not limited to the “mutual

exchange of traffic” between the two parties to such an interconnection arrangement, that

suggestion is contradicted by (i) the Supreme Court’s statement that the purpose of the section

251(c)(2) interconnection requirement is to “ensure[] that customers on a competitor’s network
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can call customers on the incumbent’s network, and vice versa” (Talk America, 131 S. Ct. 2254,

2258); and (ii) the Seventh Circuit’s statement that “backhauling,” which is not subject to section

251(c)(2), includes a CLEC’s use of entrance facilities “to transport traffic from the customers of

one CLEC to the customers of another using the ILEC’s circuits as intermediaries” (526 F.3d

1069, 1071). Unlike decisions of the Second Circuit, decisions of the Supreme Court and the

Seventh Circuit are controlling in Illinois. Accordingly, the Commission can, and should,

decline to follow SNET.

ISSUE 21: Should the ICA permit AT&T to obtain an independent audit
of Sprint’s use of Interconnection Facilities?

ISSUE 22: If audit provisions are included in the ICA and an audit
demonstrates Sprint is not compliant, how should Sprint’s
non-compliance be addressed?

The PAD’s decision to approve the audit provisions that are the subject of Issues 21 and

22 is supported by the evidence and should be affirmed. Sprint objects on the ground that the

PAD erred in its decisions for Issues 19 and 20 (Sprint Exc. at 27), but the PAD correctly

decided those issues, as we have discussed.

Sprint also asserts that the audit enforcement provisions approved by the PAD for Issue

22 are “unnecessarily punitive.” Id. Sprint, however, offers no basis for this assertion. In fact,

at no point during the course of this proceeding did Sprint identify any specific problems with

the language proposed by AT&T Illinois for Issue 22. Accordingly, the Commission should

disregard Sprint’s assertion.

ISSUE 24(b): Under what circumstances may Sprint use Combined Trunk
Groups?

The dispute in Issue 24(b) is whether Sprint may mix Interconnection traffic with other

traffic (i.e., IXC switched access traffic and interMTA traffic exchanged between Sprint and
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AT&T Illinois) on Interconnection Facilities that Sprint obtains from AT&T Illinois at TELRIC-

based rates. The PAD correctly rules it may not (PAD at 16).

Sprint repeats its argument that any traffic it exchanges with an IXC qualifies as

Interconnection traffic under section 251(c)(2), regardless of whether or not it involves end users

of Sprint and AT&T Illinois. Sprint Exc. at 28. The PAD properly rejects this argument, and

AT&T Illinois explained in its reply to Sprint’s exceptions to Issue 20 above why the PAD is

correct.

Next, Sprint complains that the PAD’s recommendation on Issue 24(b) would also apply

to “interMTA traffic – calls from Sprint’s own end users to AT&T’s end users.” Sprint Exc. at

28. There is nothing surprising about this result; indeed, it has been obvious from the beginning

of this proceeding that AT&T Illinois’ position is that interMTA traffic may not ride on

TELRIC-priced Interconnection Facilities. AT&T Illinois’ language in section 4.2.3 states that

Type 2A Combined Trunk Groups, which may not be purchased at TELRIC-based rates, “carry

InterMTA Traffic and IntraMTA Traffic.” “InterMTA Traffic” is defined in GT&C section 2.64

to mean “traffic to or from Sprint’s network which, at the beginning of the call, originates in one

MTA and terminates in another MTA.” This clearly describes traffic between a Sprint end user

and an AT&T Illinois end user located in different MTAs. As the PAD correctly finds in Issues

39-40, interMTA traffic has always been treated as switched access traffic and should continue

to be treated as switched access traffic in this ICA. PAD at 61-62.

Of course, Sprint’s asserted surprise at this result is feigned. Sprint’s pleadings show it

has known all along that Issue 24(b) concerned how it would be charged for the facilities it uses

to transport interMTA calls between end users of Sprint and AT&T Illinois. For example,

Sprint’s Post Hearing Brief complained (at 27) that AT&T Illinois’ proposal would “limit
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Sprint’s ability to deliver incidental interMTA calls between the parties’ end users (i.e., when no

IXC is involved).” Likewise, in its Statement of Positions, Sprint stated (at 9) that AT&T

Illinois’ proposal would “prevent Sprint from using TELRIC-priced Interconnection Facilities to

deliver InterMTA calls between the parties’ end users (i.e., when no IXC is involved).” Thus,

there is no basis for Sprint’s assertion that “the ALJs have mixed up two issues.” Sprint Exc. at

29. On the contrary, the PAD correctly addresses both of Sprint’s arguments. That is, the PAD

considers and rejects Sprint’s argument that: (i) all IXC traffic is “exchange access” traffic that

is entitled to be carried over TELRIC-priced Interconnection Facilities; and (ii) all interMTA

traffic exchanged between Sprint and AT&T Illinois end users is incidental and “de minimis” and

should therefore be permitted on TELRIC-priced Interconnection Facilities. PAD at 16.

Sprint’s remaining points merely rehash losing arguments that AT&T Illinois refuted in

its Initial Post-Hearing Brief (at 34-39) and Post-Hearing Reply Brief (at 17-19).

ISSUE 30(a): Should InterMTA Traffic be routed and billed in accordance
with Feature Group D?

The question in Issue 30(a) is whether four different types of traffic should be routed over

Interconnection Facilities or equal access (i.e., switched access) facilities. Sprint takes exception

to the PAD’s answer to this question on two of the four types of traffic. Sprint Exc. at 30-31.

These exceptions should be rejected.

1. Sprint InterMTA Traffic Terminating to AT&T Illinois. Consistent with its

ruling on Issues 24(a) and 39-40, the PAD finds that this traffic always has been, and should

continue to be, treated as switched access traffic. PAD at 19. Sprint excepts to this ruling with a

conclusory assertion that this traffic is “telephone exchange service” or “exchange access” traffic

within the scope of section 251(c)(2). Sprint Exc. at 30. This perfunctory exception warrants

only a brief response: (i) InterMTA traffic has always been treated as switched access traffic and
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nothing has happened to change this long-standing practice; (ii) InterMTA traffic is not “non-

toll” traffic simply because Sprint has nationwide calling plans, and Sprint’s contrary theory has

never been adopted by the FCC and has been rejected by at least two courts; and (iii) nothing in

the CAF Order immediately changes the way InterMTA traffic is handled; on the contrary, the

CAF Order gradually implements reform of terminating (not originating) access charges over

several years. AT&T Br. at 40-42; AT&T Reply at 19-20. These points are made in the PAD

(at, e.g.. 16, 19-20, 61-62), so Sprint’s complaint about a lack of analysis or discussion in the

PAD is baseless.

2. AT&T Illinois Incidental InterMTA Traffic Terminating to Sprint. Sprint

does not except to the contract language adopted by the PAD. It does, however, object to the

statement in the PAD that “if AT&T is able to tell that a call is InterMTA traffic it should not be

routed over Interconnection Facilities.” Sprint Exc. at 30-31. This is language proposed by Staff

to which AT&T Illinois subsequently agreed. AT&T Illinois sees no need to change it.

3. Traffic Going from an IXC to Sprint to AT&T Illinois. Sprint does not except

to this aspect of the PAD. Sprint Exc. at 31.

4. Traffic Between an IXC and Sprint that Goes Through AT&T Illinois. Sprint

excepts to this aspect of the PAD with a conclusory assertion that IXC traffic is “exchange

access” traffic under section 251(c)(2). Sprint Exc. at 31. This is the same argument Sprint

makes in Issues 19, 20 and 24(b), and the same argument that Staff and AT&T Illinois debunked

in their briefs. AT&T Br. at 15-25, 34-39, 46; AT&T Reply at 2-12, 17-21; Staff of the Illinois

Commerce Commission’s Initial Brief (“Staff Br.”) at 4-7, 12-14, 18-21; Staff of the Illinois

Commerce Commission’s Reply Brief (“Staff Reply”) at 2-6, 9-12. For all the reasons set forth

in those briefs, the PAD correctly rejects Sprint’s argument on this point.
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III. INTERCONNECTION FACILITY PRICING AND SHARING (ISSUES 44, 45, 46,
47, 49)

These five issues relate to Sprint’s attempt to force AT&T Illinois to provide

Interconnection Facilities at less than TELRIC-based prices. Sprint concedes that its “objective”

for these issues “is to implement the decision reached in Talk America by obtaining TELRIC-

based pricing for Interconnection Facilities, proportionally discounted to reflect the parties’ joint

use of such facilities.” Sprint Exc. at 31-32 (emphasis added). In other words, Sprint wants to

pay less than the full TELRIC-based rate for Interconnection Facilities. The PAD correctly

rejected Sprint’s proposal, because it has no basis in law.

As an initial matter, and contrary to Sprint’s suggestion (at 32), these issues do not turn

on the Commission’s resolution of Issues 19 and 20, concerning the scope of the traffic that can

be sent over Interconnection Facilities. Sprint concedes it cannot use Interconnection Facilities

for backhaul. As a result, the ICA must contain appropriate provisions to ensure that TELRIC-

based pricing applies only to Interconnection Facilities once Sprint has made any necessary

arrangements to move its backhaul traffic off those facilities – whether or not Sprint also is

required to move other types of traffic to other facilities. As the PAD correctly states (at 22),

“[i]n other words, once Sprint has facilities that actually qualify for TELRIC pricing, then it will

be charged TELRIC prices.”

Sprint’s real objection is that it should not be “charged TELRIC prices” (id.) at all.

Instead, Sprint reiterates its argument that because Interconnection Facilities are used by both

parties to exchange traffic, AT&T Illinois must provide them at one-half the TELRIC-based

price. That argument is baseless. Interconnection Facilities, by definition, are used for

“interconnection,” which is the “linking of two networks for the mutual exchange of traffic.” 47

C.F.R. § 51.5 (emphasis added). If that meant ILECs had to provide them at one-half the
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TELRIC-based price, one would have expected the FCC and the Supreme Court to say so. They

did not. Rather, the Supreme Court agreed with the FCC that “AT&T must lease its existing

entrance facilities for interconnection at cost-based rates” (Talk America, 131 S.Ct. at 2260) –

not one-half a cost-based rate.

Sprint relies upon FCC Rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b), but those rules do not apply here.

Rules 51.703 and 51.709 address intercarrier compensation under section 251(b)(5) for the

transport and termination of telecommunications, as Sprint’s witness acknowledged (Tr. at 236),

and do not apply to the pricing of Interconnection Facilities under section 251(c)(2). While some

courts struggled with the distinction in the past, the Supreme Court made clear that the two are

distinct in Talk America. In particular, the Court explained that “the ‘transport and termination

of traffic’ is subject to different regulatory treatment than interconnection,” and “[c]ompensation

for transport and termination . . . is governed by separate statutory provisions and regulations.”

131 S.Ct. at 2263 (emphasis added). “The [FCC] explains that a competitive LEC typically pays

one fee for interconnection – ‘just for having the link’ – and then an additional fee for the

transport and termination of telephone calls.” Id. At issue here is the fee for the interconnection

link, which is governed by section 251(c)(2), not fees for the transport and termination of calls

under the separate FCC rules implementing section 251(b)(5).

Sprint argues that two FCC cases – TSR Wireless and the MAP Mobile Order – support

its attempt to apply Rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b) to Interconnection Facilities. As AT&T

Illinois explained (AT&T Reply at 40-41), Sprint is wrong. In both cases, the FCC found that

these rules prevented an incumbent LEC from charging for facilities on its side of the point of

interconnection (“POI”). In particular, in the MAP Mobile Order, the FCC ruled that the

incumbent LECs could not charge for “interconnection facilities and service” “to the extent such
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facilities and service were used to deliver intraMTA traffic originated on their networks to

MAP’s point of interconnection.” MAP Mobile Order, ¶ 31 (emphasis added). And in the TSR

Wireless Order, the FCC interpreted these rules to mean that incumbent LECs may not charge

“for the delivery of LEC-originated, intraMTA traffic to the paging carrier’s point of

interconnection.” TSR Wireless Order, ¶ 18 (emphasis added). Similarly, in a subsequent order

in the same docket, the FCC explained that “we found that LECs may not charge one-way

paging carriers for the delivery of intra-MTA LEC-originated traffic to the paging carrier’s point

of interconnection.” Metrocall, Inc. v. Sw. Bell Tel. Co. et al., FCC 01-279, ¶ 5 (Oct. 2, 2001)

(emphasis added).

Sprint has identified no case – because there is none – holding that Rule 51.703 or Rule

51.709 has any application to facilities on the competitive carrier’s side of the POI. That would

make no sense, because the POI, by definition, is the point to which each party is responsible for

bringing facilities to accomplish the interconnection. While Sprint may satisfy this responsibility

on its side of the POI by leasing existing Interconnection Facilities from AT&T Illinois, where

available, it cannot force AT&T Illinois to bear half of the costs of those facilities, any more than

it could send a bill to AT&T Illinois for half of the costs in the event it chose to construct its own

facilities or lease them from a third party. More to the point, Sprint’s proposal is directly

inconsistent with the TSR Wireless Order itself, in which the FCC made clear that while Rule

51.703(b) “affords carriers the right not to pay for delivery of local traffic originated by the other

carrier,” the competitive carrier “would be responsible for paying charges for facilities ordered

from the LEC to connect points on the paging carrier’s side of the point of interconnection.”

TSR Wireless Order, n.70 (emphasis added). This FCC statement makes clear that, contrary to

Sprint’s suggestion, this Commission had it exactly right in the Sprint Commc’ns Arbitration
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Decision, Docket No. 05-0402, when it ruled that each party is financially responsible for the

facilities on its side of the POI.

Finally, Sprint’s suggestion (at 33) that its 50-50 cost sharing proposal is “consistent with

the CAF Order” is nonsense. The CAF Order’s bill-and-keep system is premised upon a policy

determination that carriers should recover their transport and termination costs from their own

end-users, “rather than from other carriers.” CAF Order, ¶ 775.8 As explained above, the

transport and termination of traffic (intercarrier compensation) is subject to different regulatory

treatment than interconnection (facilities). Here, Sprint proposes that AT&T Illinois bear 100%

of the responsibility for facilities on AT&T Illinois’ side of the POI, and 50% of the

responsibility for facilities on Sprint’s side of the POI (i.e., the “link”); while Sprint bears 0% of

the responsibility for facilities on AT&T Illinois’ side of the POI, and only 50% of the

responsibility for facilities on Sprint’s side of the POI. That is precisely the kind of cost-shifting

that the CAF Order disapproved.

In short, the Commission should reject Sprint’s attempt to pay less than the TELRIC-

based rate for Interconnection Facilities it chooses to lease from AT&T Illinois on Sprint’s side

of the POI, because Sprint’s proposal has no basis in law. The additional arguments Sprint

makes regarding these issues are similarly flawed:

Issue 44. Sprint takes exception to the PAD’s resolution of Issue 44, asserting (at 36-37)

that the PAD mistakenly concluded that Sprint’s proposed language would require an immediate

or automatic change in pricing. But that is precisely what Sprint’s proposed language under

Issue 44 provides. It states that “[b]eginning with the Effective Date, regardless of how

8 The FCC’s entire discussion of bill-and-keep was specific to transport and termination costs for traffic exchanged
(i.e., intercarrier compensation) and made no mention of the underlying facilities carrying the traffic. CAF Order,
¶¶ 741-760.
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previously ordered, all recurring and non-recurring rates and charges . . . charged by AT&T

Illinois for Interconnection Facilities that AT&T Illinois provides to Sprint shall be provided at

forward looking TELRIC . . . based rates.” Joint DPL, Sprint § 3.8.1.9 Sprint asserts (at 37) that

Sprint’s proposed language does not actually mean what it says, and does not require automatic

TELRIC-based pricing beginning with the Effective Date, when it is construed with other (non-

neighboring) provisions proposed by Sprint. That, however, is merely another reason to reject

Sprint’s proposed language – the PAD did not err in rejecting proposed contract language that is

vague and confusing, and that (according to its proponent, Sprint) is not actually intended to

mean what it says.

Sprint also argues (Exc. at 37) that the PAD’s conclusion rests upon the “unfounded

argument that ‘the facilities would need to be reconfigured to separate the backhaul traffic,’”

when no physical disconnection and reconnection work may be needed. The PAD, however, did

not hold that the “reconfiguration” would require such physical disconnection and reconnection.

Rather, as AT&T Illinois has maintained all along, the reconfiguration may involve only record

and billing changes, after Sprint (a) determines which facilities it wants to use as Interconnection

Facilities, and which it will use for backhaul, and (b) provides appropriate notice to AT&T

Illinois. Moreover, since Sprint currently uses the same facilities for both Interconnection and

non-Interconnection purposes, Sprint would have to order separate access facilities for its non-

Interconnection traffic (or lease from another carrier or self-provision). AT&T Br. at 12. Until it

completes these necessary steps, Sprint should not be entitled to automatic TELRIC-based

pricing (a proposition it now does not dispute), which is precisely why the PAD was correct in

rejecting Sprint’s proposed language.

9 Citations to the Joint DPL are references to the Joint Decision Point List attached to AT&T Illinois’ Initial Brief.
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Sprint also complains (at 38) about the PAD’s statement that Sprint must comply with

AT&T Illinois’ tariff, including any early termination fees, but that complaint goes nowhere.

Sprint agrees that if early termination fees apply under the tariff, it must pay them. Sprint makes

no attempt to explain how the language adopted by the PAD is inconsistent with this – because it

is not.

In the Appendix to its exceptions brief, Sprint does not address the language at issue

under Issue 44 (which is Sprint’s proposed section 3.8.1). Instead, Sprint proposes to revise the

PAD to adopt language proposed by Sprint under Issue 49, regarding the procedures for the

transition from tariffed special access facilities to TELRIC-based Interconnection Facilities.

AT&T Illinois addresses this below under Issue 49.10

Issue 45. Issue 45 concerns Sprint’s proposal to “pro-rate” TELRIC-based rates from the

ICA and tariffed rates. The PAD correctly rejected this proposal, and Sprint’s exceptions brief

fails to identify any error in that conclusion. The crux of the PAD’s conclusion is this: if Sprint

wants to use, e.g., seven DS1 facilities as Interconnection Facilities and twenty-one DS1

facilities as backhaul facilities, then Sprint should pay the DS1 TELRIC-based rate, as agreed to

and included in the ICA’s price sheets, for seven DS1s and the tariffed rate for twenty-one DS1s.

That conclusion undoubtedly is correct. Sprint instead wants to pay “pro rata pricing” based on

the price of a DS3 – even though it will not be purchasing a DS3 from the ICA or from the tariff.

Sprint identifies nothing in AT&T Illinois’ tariff or in federal law that allows such a result.

Sprint asserts (at 40) that the PAD’s conclusion rests upon the mistaken notion that

Interconnection Facilities can only be used for section 251(c)(2) interconnection. Sprint’s pro-

rata proposal, however, assumes that Sprint can use a single DS3 facility for both backhaul and

10 Sprint’s proposed language to resolve Issue 44 also includes language disputed in Issue 20 (i.e., section 3.5.2) that
is unrelated to either Issue 44 or Issue 49.
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251(c)(2) Interconnection. As the PAD correctly concludes, Sprint is not entitled to do this, and

Sprint even concedes it cannot use Interconnection Facilities for backhaul. As a result, the PAD

correctly rejected Sprint’s proposal to pro-rate the TELRIC-based and tariffed rates for a DS3.

Sprint also complains (at 40) that “the pricing approach endorsed by AT&T and Staff

would defeat the purpose of the efficiencies gained by use of a DS3,” which has a lower price

per amount of capacity than stand-alone DS1s. As an initial matter, Sprint’s complaint puts the

lie to its assertion (also at 40) that its proposal would not result in the below-cost provision of

facilities. If the TELRIC-based price of seven (for example) DS1s were the same as the

TELRIC-based price of 7/28ths of a DS3, Sprint would not be objecting to the PAD. Instead, it

is objecting precisely because it wants to be able to purchase seven DS1s as Interconnection

Facilities while paying less than the TELRIC-based price of seven DS1s.11

The fact that it might be more “efficient” – i.e., cheaper for Sprint – to pro-rate pricing

proves nothing. It would also be more “efficient” – i.e., cheaper for Sprint – if the Commission

were to require AT&T Illinois to provide anything and everything to Sprint for free. But that

does not mean Sprint has a right to demand such a result, or that the PAD’s rejection of Sprint’s

proposal was error.

Finally, Sprint takes issue (at 41-42) with the PAD’s rejection of Sprint’s proposals to

reference Commission Dockets in the pricing sheets, and to allow Sprint to automatically take

advantage of new TELRIC-based rates. As to the former, the PAD correctly concluded that

there is no reason to reference the Commission’s decisions in the price sheets. Sprint suggests

that doing so would “avoid[] uncertainty and ensure[] clarity,” but that is pure speculation.

11 The language Sprint proposes (which it proposed after the record was closed) also gives an example of pro-rating
the price of an OC-3. There are, however, no TELRIC-based rates for an OC-3 entrance facility, and Sprint did not
raise in the arbitration, or support in its testimony, any issue concerning TELRIC-based pricing for optical facilities.
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Sprint identifies nothing in the Pricing Sheets that is unclear or uncertain. As for Sprint’s

proposal for incorporating new TELRIC-based rates, the PAD correctly rejected Sprint’s

proposed language, which on its face was one-sided, allowing Sprint (at its option) to

automatically take advantage of any new, lower TELRIC-based rates, but not permitting AT&T

Illinois to automatically take advantage of any new, higher TELRIC-based rates. Sprint

subsequently proposed revised language in its reply brief in an attempt to cure that defect, but its

revised language is also flawed. The ICA is a binding contract, and its rates cannot be

superseded without an appropriate amendment memorializing different rates, which is what

Sprint’s language would require. Moreover, Sprint’s revised language was provided after the

record was closed and when no party had an opportunity to address it – and the PAD did not

commit error in refusing to adopt such an untimely (and flawed) proposal.

Issues 46 and 47. These issues concern Sprint’s proposal to pay only 50% of the

TELRIC-based price for Interconnection Facilities. The PAD correctly rejected that proposal for

the reasons explained above. Sprint reiterates (at 43-44) its assertion that its proposal is

“consistent with Rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b), as interpreted in TSR Wireless and the MAP

Mobile Order,” but that is incorrect. As explained above, those FCC orders interpreted those

rules to prohibit incumbent LECs from charging for facilities on their side of the POI, while

reiterating the principle, long-recognized by this Commission, that a competitive carrier remains

“responsible for paying charges for facilities ordered from the LEC to connect points on [its] side

of the point of interconnection.” TSR Wireless Order, n.70.12

12 Even if cost-sharing of facilities on Sprint’s side of the POI were appropriate (and it is not), Sprint’s proposal for a
50-50 split is nonsensical. Sprint bases that cost-split on the notion that the parties’ end users benefit equally from
the Interconnection Facilities, but that plainly is not true. For example, the parties have agreed that Interconnection
Facilities can be used to carry transit traffic – which benefits Sprint’s end users, but not AT&T Illinois’.
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Issue 49. Sprint’s exceptions to the PAD’s resolution of Issue 49 are a series of red

herrings. First, Sprint asserts (at 45) that the first issue is “whether a physical transition needs to

take place for TELRIC pricing to be implemented.” That is false. The competing ICA language

at issue does not turn upon whether any physical transition is required, and the language adopted

by the PAD does not presume any such thing. At a minimum, since (as Sprint concedes) Sprint

cannot use Interconnection Facilities for backhaul, and since (as Sprint concedes) Sprint

currently purchases facilities from AT&T Illinois’ tariff, Sprint will have to submit ASRs to

discontinue the tariffed purchase of those tariffed facilities it wishes to convert to

Interconnection Facilities, and it will have to ensure that those particular facilities will not be

used for backhaul purposes. This separation may not require physical work, but only records and

billing changes, and the ICA language adopted by the PAD is fully consistent with this. It does

not, as Sprint suggests, require either party to physically change existing facilities where no such

changes are necessary.

Second, Sprint asserts (at 45) that no contract provisions are needed to address an

“interim period,” but it admits at the same time that “for each specific facility that Sprint wants

to convert to TELRIC pricing, Sprint will send a notification to AT&T.” That, of course, is

precisely one reason that the contract needs to address an interim period – i.e., the period until

Sprint identifies, and notifies AT&T Illinois of, the particular facilities that qualify for treatment

as, and that Sprint desires to be treated as, Interconnection Facilities subject to TELRIC-based

pricing, and the requisite ASRs are processed. Sprint also suggests (at 46) that the PAD

“implicitly rejected AT&T’s proposed transition language . . . except as to a few specific issues,”

but that is incorrect. The PAD specifically found (at 30) that “Sprint’s language unreasonably

places the burden on AT&T for transitioning from the parties’ current interconnection
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arrangement to this ICA,” and hence (except for its adoption of Sprint’s section 1.2.1.1.2) can

only be read to adopt AT&T Illinois’ proposed language.

Sprint next addresses (at 46) tariff-based early termination penalties, but concedes it must

pay such fees and that it does not take exception to this aspect of the PAD.

Sprint also concedes (at 46) that it does not take exception to the PAD’s conclusion that

ASRs should be used as the mechanism to identify facilities that should be converted from

tariffed facilities to Interconnection Facilities, but Sprint “suggest[s]” that “the Commission

should clarify which language it is adopting.” AT&T Illinois agrees that clarification is in order,

but the Commission should clarify that it is adopting AT&T Illinois’ proposed transition

language contained in Attachment 2, sections 1.2 through 1.2.1.2.3 and 3.5.4 – with the

exception of Sprint’s section 1.2.1.1.2, which the PAD adopted and to which AT&T Illinois did

not take exception. Sprint did not originally comment on, or propose any specific changes to,

AT&T Illinois’ proposed transition provisions in sections 1.2 through 1.2.1.2.3 and 3.5.4.

Instead, Sprint waited until its rebuttal testimony to propose some changes to those provisions.

Supplemental Verified Written Statement of Randy G. Farrar at 62-63; Ex. RGF-6.2; Tr. 283

(Farrar). See Joint DPL, Issue 49. It is AT&T Illinois’ proposed section 1.2, et seq. transition

provisions, with the modifications proposed by Sprint for the first time in its rebuttal testimony,

that Sprint is now asking the Commission to adopt for Issue 49. Sprint Exc. at 46. However, the

only real basis Sprint proffered for its changes was that Sprint alone should have the right to

decide when facilities should be transitioned. AT&T Br. at 9, n.9. The PAD agreed with that,

adopting Sprint’s section 1.2.1.1.2 (to which, again, AT&T Illinois does not take exception).

Sprint has not provided any basis, however, for its proposed modifications to the remaining

language AT&T Illinois proposed under this issue.
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To the contrary, Sprint advocates its proposed section 3.5.4 (Sprint Exc. at 46), and urges

the rejection of AT&T Illinois’ proposed section 3.5.4 (Sprint Exc. at 46, 47), when in fact the

specific language for section 3.5.4 that Sprint proposes the Commission adopt (Sprint Ex. A at

32; Sprint Ex. RGF-6.2) is precisely the same as the language proposed by AT&T Illinois (Joint

DPL, Issue 49, AT&T’s § 3.5.4). This only confirms that, except for Sprint’s section 1.2.1.1.2,

the Commission should clarify that it is adopting AT&T Illinois’ proposed language for this

Issue.

IV. IP INTERCONNECTION ISSUES (ISSUES 1, 11 AND 18)

ISSUE 1(a): Should the ICA provide for IP-to-IP interconnection or should
it provide that all traffic that Sprint delivers to AT&T under
the ICA must be delivered in TDM format?

ISSUE 11: Should terms and conditions regarding IP interconnection be
included in the Agreement?

ISSUE 18: Should the ICA address POIs for IP-to-IP interconnection and,
if so, is Sprint’s proposed language just and reasonable?

Sprint’s discussion of these issues (Sprint Exc. at 47-73) is grotesquely misleading,

starting with the first sentence, where Sprint says it is taking “exception to the ALJs’ decision

not to address Sprint’s demand that AT&T negotiate terms and conditions for Internet protocol

(IP) interconnection.” In the first place, the issue that was presented to the ALJs was not

whether AT&T Illinois should be required to negotiate terms and conditions for IP-to-IP

interconnection. Rather, it was which party’s proposed language concerning IP-to-IP

interconnection – which AT&T Illinois and Sprint had exhaustively negotiated – the

Commission should adopt. In the second place, the ALJs did not make a decision “not to

address” anything. On the contrary, the ALJs appropriately addressed the IP-to-IP
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interconnection issues by adopting language that implements Staff’s perfectly lawful and

eminently prudent proposed resolution of the issues.13

Sprint’s 26-page discussion of IP-to-IP interconnection is not really an “exception,”

because it does not come to grips with the reasons for the Staff recommendation that the PAD

adopted. Instead, Sprint offers a long diatribe, starting from scratch – as if its pleading were an

opening brief. AT&T Illinois will not respond in kind, and respectfully refers the Commission to

the discussion of the IP-to-IP interconnection issues in its prior submissions if the Commission

wishes to see a complete exposition of AT&T Illinois’ position on those issues. AT&T Br. at

75-92; AT&T Reply at 42-48. In short, however:

The resolution of the IP-to-IP interconnection issues recommended by Staff and adopted

by the PAD allows Sprint to request IP-to-IP interconnection during the term of the parties’

interconnection agreement, and appropriately defers until such a request is made all arguments

concerning whether AT&T Illinois must provide IP-to-IP interconnection to Sprint and, if so, on

what terms and conditions. This approach is appropriate for at least four powerful reasons,

which we state in summary form and then briefly explain:

 First, Sprint’s position depends on the proposition that section 251(c)(2) of the
1996 Act requires IP-to-IP interconnection. As AT&T Illinois demonstrated,
however, section 251(c)(2) does not require IP-to-IP interconnection. Even more
important, the FCC is currently considering that question, and the Commission
should not get out in front of the FCC on the issue, particularly because there is
no reason to do so in this case in light of the next three points.

13 Sprint asserts (at 49), “[W]hile the FCC has ordered ILECs to negotiate IP interconnection in ‘good faith,’ AT&T
flatly refuses to interconnect with Sprint in IP.” In truth, the FCC has not ordered ILECs to negotiate IP-to-IP
interconnection, and certainly has not decided that the 1996 Act requires ILECs to negotiate IP-to-IP
interconnection. In any event, AT&T Illinois did negotiate with Sprint in good faith regarding Sprint’s proposals –
and then proposed the language Staff endorsed and the PAD adopts. The duty to negotiate in good faith is not a duty
to agree to what the other party proposes.
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 Second, the interconnection that section 251(c)(2) does require must be at a point
on the incumbent’s network. Consequently, if section 251(c)(2) required AT&T
Illinois to provide IP-to-IP interconnection, the point of interconnection would
have to be on AT&T Illinois’ network. But AT&T Illinois’ network includes no
IP-capable equipment at which such an interconnection could be established.
Consequently, even if the FCC were to decide that section 251(c)(2) covers IP-to-
IP interconnection, AT&T Illinois could not lawfully be required to provide IP-to-
IP interconnection with its current network.

 Third, while the network of AT&T Illinois’ affiliate, AT&T Corp., includes IP-
capable equipment, AT&T Corp. is not a party to this arbitration, AT&T Corp.
has no duty to provide interconnection under section 251(c)(2), and there is no
lawful basis for Sprint’s request that the Commission require IP-to-IP
interconnection at a point on AT&T Corp.’s network. Any interconnection that
the Commission requires AT&T Illinois to provide – IP or otherwise – can only
be on AT&T Illinois’ network.

 Fourth, as Staff emphasized, Sprint did not propose a complete set of terms and
conditions for IP-to-IP interconnection. In fact, Sprint did not even propose
contract language that would allow Sprint to establish IP-to-IP interconnection as
of the Effective Date of the ICA. Instead, Sprint asked the Commission to declare
that IP-to-IP interconnection is required and technically feasible, with the details
to be worked out later. It would be imprudent, to say the least, for the
Commission to declare itself on the complex matters Sprint wants it to address in
a case where there is no need to do so.

As Staff witness Dr. Zolnierek explained, when carriers exchange voice traffic in Time

Division Multiplexing (“TDM”) format, they send the traffic over dedicated circuits. AT&T Br.

at 76. In Internet Protocol (“IP”) format, in contrast, the voice signals are divided into packets

and each packet is sent over the fastest available route in a packet switched network. Id. If a

carrier delivers a voice message in IP format to a carrier that uses only TDM format, the signal

must be converted from IP format to TDM format. Id.

All traffic that AT&T Illinois exchanges with Sprint (and with every other carrier with

which AT&T Illinois exchanges traffic) is exchanged in TDM format. Id. at 77. Sprint,

however, proposes that the ICA include provisions that would pave the way for the parties to

establish IP-to-IP interconnection, i.e., to deliver traffic to each other in IP format, with no

conversion to TDM format.
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Sprint’s proposal assumes that section 251(c)(2) of the 1996 Act requires IP-to-IP

interconnection. But neither the FCC nor any federal court has ruled that section 251(c)(2)

requires IP-to-IP interconnection, and a careful analysis of section 251(c)(2) and the pertinent

FCC Rules and orders demonstrates that the statute includes no such requirement. AT&T Br. at

88-92. Most important, the Commission need not decide whether section 251(c)(2) requires IP-

to-IP interconnection in this case, and it should not decide the question, because it is currently

pending before the FCC (id. at 76), which will likely address the issue before this Commission

needs to.

One reason the Commission need not decide the legal question is that even if section

251(c)(2) did require IP-to-IP interconnection, there is no point on AT&T Illinois’ network today

on which such an interconnection could be established. Section 251(c)(2)(B) of the 1996 Act

provides that interconnection is to be “at any technically feasible point within the [incumbent]

carrier’s network.” (Emphasis added.) Accordingly, the FCC has noted that section 251(c)(2)

gives competing carriers the right to deliver traffic terminating on an incumbent LEC’s network

at any technically feasible point “on that network” (Local Competition Order, 14 ¶ 209), and

promulgated 47 C.F.R. § 51.305(a)(2), which requires interconnection “at any technically

feasible point within the incumbent LEC’s network.” (Emphasis added.) AT&T Br. at 78-79.

Indisputably, then, any IP-to-IP interconnection that Sprint might establish with AT&T

Illinois would have to be at a point within AT&T Illinois’ network. AT&T Illinois proved,

however, that there is no point within AT&T Illinois’ network at which it would be technically

feasible for Sprint to establish IP-to-IP interconnection. AT&T Illinois simply does not have IP-

14 First Report and Order, FCC 96-325, In the Matter of Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, CC Docket No. 96-98, 11 FCC Rcd. 15499 (rel. Aug. 8, 1996) (“Local
Competition Order”) (subsequent history omitted).
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capable equipment with which Sprint could interconnect, because AT&T Illinois’ network is a

TDM network. Id. at 79, 81.

AT&T Illinois does have retail U-verse customers who originate and receive calls in IP

format, but those calls are not carried on an AT&T Illinois IP network, because there is no such

network. Rather, they are carried over an IP network owned by AT&T Illinois’ affiliate, AT&T

Corp., which performs the IP-to-TDM conversion. AT&T Illinois described in detail the

equipment and facilities that are used to provide IP service to U-verse customers, and explained

why it would not be possible for Sprint to establish IP-to-IP interconnection at any of those

pieces of equipment or facilities that are on AT&T Illinois’ network. Id. at 79-80. Neither

Sprint nor Staff disputed AT&T Illinois’ testimony on this point.

Sprint contends it should be allowed to establish IP-to-IP interconnection at the AT&T

Corp. switch that is used in connection with AT&T Illinois’ service to its U-verse customers.

That contention is contrary to law. The AT&T Corp. switch belongs to AT&T Corp., not to

AT&T Illinois, and it is not part of AT&T Illinois’ network. AT&T Illinois cannot lawfully be

required to provide interconnection at a switch that it does not own and that is not part of its

network; indeed, AT&T Illinois could not provide interconnection at the AT&T Corp. switch

even if it were erroneously ordered to do so, because it is not AT&T Illinois’ switch.

Sprint also contends that AT&T Illinois has established IP-to-IP interconnection with

AT&T Corp., which supposedly demonstrates that such an interconnection is technically

feasible, and that it would be discriminatory not to allow Sprint the same interconnection AT&T

Illinois provides to its affiliate. Sprint is wrong. AT&T Corp. does have a connection to AT&T

Illinois, but not all connections are “interconnections” within the meaning of the 1996 Act.

“Interconnection” under the 1996 Act is the “linking of two networks for the mutual exchange of
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traffic.” 47 C.F.R. § 51.5. There is no such interconnection between AT&T Corp. and AT&T

Illinois at the IP level. Rather, the U-verse network provides backhaul from the AT&T Illinois

end user across the AT&T Illinois network to the AT&T Corp. switch for call processing and

routing. And, as the FCC and the United States Supreme Court have made clear, backhaul is not

interconnection. See AT&T Br. at 84-85.15

Sprint argues (at 58) that the “case law compels the Commission to consider AT&T

Illinois and AT&T Corp. together as the ILEC subject to Section 251(c) interconnection

obligations.” Sprint is mistaken. The decision on which Sprint relies (Sprint Exc. at 66-67) is

inapposite, because (among other reasons) it was undisputed in that case that the ILEC

transferred assets that it owned to an affiliate for the purpose of avoiding a section 251

obligation. Ass’n of Commc’ns Enters. v. FCC, 235 F.3d 662, 665 (D.C. Cir.), amended by

Ass’n of Commc’ns Enters. v. FCC (D.C. Cir. Jan. 18, 2001) (“ASCENT”). Here, in contrast,

there was no transfer of ILEC assets to an affiliate; rather, an affiliate always owned the IP-

capable equipment – and the undisputed evidence establishes that the reason for the AT&T

Illinois/AT&T Corp. U-verse arrangement was not to avoid a section 251 obligation, but rather

was that it made financial sense to leave the IP assets where they were, with an affiliate. See

AT&T Br. at 82-83. The D.C. Circuit in ASCENT overturned an FCC decision that allowed the

merged Ameritech/SBC to avoid the section 251(c)(4) resale obligation as it applied to certain

15 Sprint asserts (at 53-54), “While performing verbal gymnastics to avoid stating that AT&T ILEC and AT&T
Corp. interconnect in IP in its testimony, AT&T’s data response . . . , and Mr. Albright’s testimony at the hearing,
confirm that AT&T ILEC has an IP interconnection point on the AT&T Corp. network at the AT&T Corp. hub
office.” In reality, it is Sprint that engages in word games, not AT&T Illinois. AT&T Illinois explained in detail the
AT&T Illinois and AT&T Corp. equipment and facilities that are used to provide U-verse service (see Albright
Direct at 8-10; Albright Rebuttal at 10-12) and why the connection (in the generic sense) between AT&T Illinois
and AT&T Corp. is not an interconnection (within the meaning of section 251(c)(2)) at the IP level (see AT&T Br.
at 84-85). Sprint, in contrast, relies exclusively on “gotcha” quotes for its assertion to the contrary. See Sprint Exc.
at 53.
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advanced telecommunications services by providing those services through a subsidiary. The

D.C. Circuit’s concern was that under the FCC’s logic, any ILEC could “set up a similar affiliate

and thereby avoid § 251(c)’s resale obligations.” 235 F.3d at 665 (emphasis added). AT&T

Illinois did not set up AT&T Corp. or transfer assets to AT&T Corp.

As for Sprint’s contention that AT&T Illinois is trying to avoid a section 251 IP-to-IP

interconnection obligation by assigning IP-capable equipment to AT&T Corp. (Sprint Exc. at 55-

56), all the evidence is to the contrary. There is no evidence of the scheme Sprint hypothesizes.

On the contrary, the undisputed evidence shows that when U-verse was being developed, AT&T

Illinois already had an internet affiliate, and there was no reason for the AT&T incumbent LECs

to build a mirror image of an affiliate that already provided internet services. The decision to

leave the IP-capable assets with the affiliate was a financial decision based on sound economic

considerations, and had nothing to do with avoiding any obligations under the 1996 Act. See

AT&T Reply at 45. Bizarrely, Sprint quotes the hearing testimony of AT&T Illinois’ witness on

this point as if it supported Sprint’s cynical view of AT&T Illinois’ motives, when in fact, the

testimony demonstrates that Sprint is dead wrong. See Sprint Exc. at 56.

In addition, and as Staff emphasized, Sprint failed to propose complete terms and

conditions for the IP-to-IP interconnection it seeks. Indeed, again as Staff pointed out, the only

detail that Sprint proposed is that the parties would exchange IP traffic at points that are outside

AT&T Illinois’ network, which, as Staff noted, is inconsistent with the 1996 Act. See AT&T

Reply at 42-43.

In light of the foregoing, Staff recommended that the IP-to-IP interconnection issues be

resolved with language modeled on language the parties agreed on to resolve another, similarly

postured, disagreement in the case. AT&T Br. at 85-86. That approach allows for future
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resolution of the issues and the preservation of each party’s rights to contest the other’s

proposals. Id. To implement Staff’s recommendation, AT&T Illinois proposed the following

contract language:

3.11.2.2 All traffic that Sprint delivers to AT&T Illinois pursuant to this
Agreement will be delivered in TDM format.

3.11.2.2.1 This Agreement does not provide for IP-to-IP interconnection.
(See section 3.11.2.2.). AT&T Illinois maintains (and Sprint acknowledges
that AT&T Illinois maintains) that the interconnection duties imposed by
the 1996 Act do not encompass IP-to-IP interconnection and that the
Commission is without authority to establish terms for IP-to-IP
interconnection. Sprint maintains (and AT&T Illinois acknowledges that
Sprint maintains) that the interconnection duties imposed by the 1996 Act
encompass IP-to-IP interconnection and that the Commission has authority
to establish terms for IP-to-IP interconnection. The Parties have included
the following section 3.11.2.2.2 in this Agreement based upon, and
conditioned on Commission recognition of, their agreement that inclusion
of section 3.11.2.2.2 in the Agreement neither waives nor in any way
derogates from either Party’s position as set forth in this section 3.11.2.2.1.

3.11.2.2.2 After the Effective Date, Sprint may propose to AT&T Illinois
that the Parties amend the Agreement to provide for IP-to-IP
interconnection (and/or to permit Sprint to deliver traffic to AT&T Illinois
in IP format rather than in TDM format). If, after Sprint makes such a
proposal, the parties do not agree on an amendment, or that there shall be no
amendment, Sprint may seek resolution of the matter by invoking Dispute
Resolution pursuant to Section 12 of the General Terms and Conditions,
and the Commission shall be the forum for any Formal Dispute Resolution.
AT&T Illinois may contend in any Formal Dispute Resolution proceeding
that the interconnection duties imposed by the 1996 Act, including but not
limited to section 251(c)(2) thereof, do not govern IP-to-IP interconnection
and that the Commission is without authority to establish terms and
conditions for IP-to-IP interconnection for inclusion in a section 251/252
interconnection agreement. Sprint does not agree with that contention and
does not waive its right to oppose that contention, but acknowledges that
AT&T Illinois has not waived its right to assert such a contention, either by
agreeing to this Section 3.11.2.2.2 or by any other action or inaction.

AT&T Br. at 86-87.

Sprint also proposed language that purported to implement Staff’s recommendation, but

Sprint’s proposal was inferior to AT&T Illinois’ and was not faithful to Staff’s recommendation.
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As Staff witness Dr. Zolnierek testified, Sprint’s proposal was problematic because it assumed

“that [IP-to-IP] interconnection is technically feasible and that the network of the affiliate would

be considered the network of AT&T Illinois,” which Dr. Zolnierek believes “is premature.”

Thus, Dr. Zolnierek said there were provisions in Sprint’s proposal that he would not recommend

the Commission adopt. In contrast, Dr. Zolnierek found AT&T’s proposed language acceptable.

See AT&T Br. at 87.16 Accordingly, the PAD correctly adopts AT&T Illinois’ language

implementing Staff’s recommendation, and rejects Sprint’s proposed language.

Sprint takes the ALJs to task for “refus[ing] to answer the question” whether section

251(c)(2) requires IP-to-IP interconnection. Sprint Exc. at 47. That criticism is absurd. The

Commission has no duty to answer abstract legal questions in an arbitration. Rather, its duty is

to decide what language should be included in an ICA. Here, the Commission will discharge

that duty by adopting the language recommended by PAD and endorsed by Staff, which, as Staff

wisely advocated, purposefully avoids prematurely answering questions that need not be

answered at this time. The SNET decision on which Sprint relies in this connection (Sprint Exc.

at 48) is not to the contrary. All that decision stands for in connection with these issues is the

proposition that the FCC’s silence on an issue does not necessarily prohibit a state commission

from deciding the issue. That is irrelevant, because neither AT&T Illinois nor Staff argued that

the FCC’s silence prohibited the Commission from deciding whether section 251(c)(2) requires

IP-to-IP interconnection. Rather, the point is that the Commission should not decide that

16 Staff is certainly correct that Sprint’s proposal prematurely and unnecessarily assumes that IP-to-IP
interconnection is technically feasible and that the AT&T Corp. network would be considered the network of AT&T
Illinois. But Sprint’s proposal is also flawed because it assumes that IP-to-IP interconnection is required by section
251(c)(2).
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question under circumstances, such as those here, where the answer to the question makes no

difference. SNET is not to the contrary.

Sprint also asserts (at 63) that “[t]he ALJs have proposed that the Commission . . . fail to

‘carry out its responsibility’ to resolve all open issues presented. 47 U.S.C. § 252(e)(5). If this is

not corrected, Sprint would then have the ability to go directly to the FCC for resolution . . . .”

That assertion is false, and Sprint knows it. The Commission will discharge its responsibility

under the 1996 Act by adopting the IP-to-IP interconnection language for the ICA that Staff and

AT&T Illinois endorse. A decision not to resolve the issues in Sprint’s favor is not a failure to

carry out the Commission’s responsibility. After the Commission resolves Issues 1(a), 11 and 18

by adopting the language Staff and AT&T Illinois have recommended, if Sprint were to go to the

FCC and claim that the Commission failed to act to fulfill its duty as arbitrator (which it won’t),

the FCC would summarily dismiss Sprint’s claim.17

V. POINTS OF INTERCONNECTION (ISSUES 15, 16)

ISSUE 15: Should the POI serve as both the physical and financial
demarcation point between the parties’ networks?

Sprint’s exceptions on Issue 15 should be rejected. First, Sprint takes exception to the

PAD’s adoption of language for the definition of the point of interconnection (“POI”) that states

17 Sprint asserts (at 61) that the “Commission should find that it has jurisdiction and authority to arbitrate Sprint’s
demand for IP interconnection.” The Commission need not do so and should not do so, because no party has argued
that the Commission is without jurisdiction to arbitrate Issues 1(a), 11 and 18. On the contrary, AT&T Illinois has
urged the Commission to resolve those issues by adopting its proposed language.

Similarly, Sprint asserts (at 71) that Dr. Zolnierek recommended that the Commission “affirm the
Commission’s authority over IP interconnection.” That is not true. What Dr. Zolnierek actually said was this:
“While not explicitly requiring the Commission to make this decision at this time, adoption of my recommendation
would imply that IP-to-IP interconnection is not definitively outside the Commission’s power to require in an
arbitration conducted pursuant to Sections 251 and 252 of the Federal Telecommunications Act. I do not
recommend, however, that the Commission go so far as to require AT&T Illinois to connect on an IP-to-IP basis at
this time.” Direct Testimony of Dr. James Zolnierek at 43. Thus, Dr. Zolnierek did not recommend that the
Commission affirm its authority over IP interconnection, as Sprint falsely states. Rather, he recommended a
decision – namely, the decision set forth in the PAD – that leaves the question of the Commission’s authority for
another day.
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that the POI is the “financial,” as well as the “physical,” demarcation point between the parties’

networks.” Sprint Exc. at 74. Sprint contends that the PAD should not have relied on the

extensive Commission precedent that supports this definition on the grounds that it inconsistent

with FCC rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b). Id. The Commission expressly rejected this same

argument the last time Sprint made it. Arbitration Decision, Docket No. 05-0402, Sprint

Communications, L.P. d/b/a Sprint Communications Company, L.P. Petition for Consolidated

Arbitration with Certain Illinois Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers pursuant to Section 252 of

the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (Nov. 8, 2005)). In that case, Sprint argued (at 14) that

FCC rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b) absolved it of complete financial responsibility for facilities

on its side of the POI. Staff disagreed, pointing out that FCC rules 51.703(b) and 51.709(b)

apply to compensation for transport and termination of traffic under section 251(b)(5) of the

1996 Act and do not govern compensation for section 251(c)(2) interconnection. Thus, Staff

concluded, those rules do not negate Sprint’s financial responsibility for the interconnection

facilities on its side of the POI. Id. at 18. The Commission agreed. Id. at 19. For the reasons

discussed above in Section III, the Commission was correct. Moreover, that decision is just one

of at least five Commission decisions holding that each party is financially responsible for the

facilities on its side of the POI.18 Sprint’s recycled argument is contrary to law; the Commission

should not overturn its well-established precedent.

Second, Sprint complains that the PAD improperly defines a POI as the location “where

the Parties’ networks meet” (AT&T Illinois’ language) rather than “where the Interconnection

Facilities connect with the AT&T ILLINOIS network” (Sprint’s language). Sprint Exc. at 74.

18 See AT&T Br. at 50-51.
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The PAD is correct. Sprint’s witness was asked point blank whether there was any meaningful

difference between these two proposals and he said there was none:

Q. And would I be correct in saying that unlike the dispute over the word financially,
there is no underlying economic dispute that is hidden in this agreement we're
talking about now?

A. Not that I'm aware of. Just sitting here reading these words today, there doesn't
seem to be a tremendous difference between them. I'm clearly not authorized to
sit here on the stand and accept AT&T's position with respect to those – that
phrase, but there does not appear to be a tremendous difference between those
two.

Tr. at 113. Given this concession, Sprint cannot now claim that the PAD erred by adopting the

AT&T Illinois language.

ISSUE 16: Must Sprint obtain AT&T’s consent to Sprint’s removal of a
previously established POI?

The PAD correctly rejects Sprint’s proposed language that would allow Sprint to

unilaterally “remove any previously established POI.” PAD at 37. That decision follows

established Commission precedent that a carrier may not unilaterally decommission a POI, but

must instead work cooperatively with the other party and take any disputes to the Commission if

there is no mutually-agreeable resolution. Arbitration Decision, Docket No. 04-0469, MCI

Metro Access Transmission Communications, Inc., et al. Petition for Arbitration of

Interconnection Rates, Terms and Conditions, and Related Arrangements with Illinois Bell

Telephone Company Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (ICC

Nov. 30, 2004) (“MCI Arbitration Decision”). Sprint argues that the PAD is wrong on both the

facts and the law. Sprint Exc. at 74-89. Sprint’s objections are baseless and should be rejected.

The Facts: Sprint raises a litany of supposed problems with the PAD’s treatment of the

facts, but there is no merit to any of the points it makes. First, Sprint complains that the ALJs

did not specifically make certain discrete factual findings, i.e., that Sprint’s POIs were
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established voluntarily; that Sprint purchases interconnection facilities under tariff; and that

Sprint desires to reduce the number of POIs. Sprint Exc. at 75-79. But ALJs are not required to

make a specific finding on every fact that is admitted into the record. Rather, the

recommendation in the PAD must be supported by the facts in the record, and the PAD’s

recommendation on Issue 16 unquestionably is. Sprint offered evidence, and that evidence was

duly admitted into the record. The ALJs were then free to weigh that evidence and evaluate

whether to adopt Sprint’s proffered language, which they did. There was no requirement for the

PAD to make a specific “finding” on every asserted fact. Indeed, given the myriad facts

presented in the nearly 1500 pages of testimony/exhibits and 899 pages of evidentiary hearing

transcript, it would have been impossible to do so.

Second, Sprint asserts there is no factual support for the statement on page 37 of the PAD

that “evidence provided by AT&T lends further support” to the conclusion that parties should not

unilaterally decommission POIs. Sprint Exc. at 79-81. Sprint is mistaken. AT&T Illinois

established that it incurs costs to establish a POI and that those costs will be wasted if a POI is

decommissioned. Albright Direct at 19. Mr. Albright explained that the costs include the

engineering and provisioning of switch ports, transport facilities and central office equipment

(Tr. at 602); that construction of new facilities may be required (Tr. at 602-603); that

augmentation of facilities may be required to handle additional traffic after a POI is established

(Tr. at 604); and that “stranded investment” can occur if those facilities go unused after a POI is

decommissioned (Tr. at 604). This is ample evidence of the type of costs incurred by AT&T

Illinois to establish and decommission POIs.

Third, Sprint misrepresents the record when it argues that Mr. Albright admitted that

“AT&T has a financial incentive to prevent Sprint from reducing the number of POIs.” Sprint
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Exc. at 79, n. 33. Mr. Albright made clear that AT&T Illinois’ decisions on any Sprint proposal

to decommission a POI will be driven solely by network considerations and not by financial

concerns. Tr. at 629-630; AT&T Reply at 23. Sprint is also wrong when it asserts that Mr.

Albright admitted that if the Commission maintains an OC-12 threshold for establishing an

additional POI (Issue 17), then Sprint would be allowed to decommission any POI with less than

an OC-12 traffic level. Sprint Exc. at 80. Mr. Albright explicitly disavowed this implication

when he testified that the OC-12 threshold for additional POIs has nothing to do with

decommissioning a POI. Tr. at 630-631. Likewise, Staff’s witness testified that the OC-12

threshold in Issue 17 has no impact on decommissioning of POIs.19

Fourth, Sprint argues that the PAD creates an “affirmative mandate that Sprint continue

to buy facilities (likely from AT&T)” that it does not want. Sprint Exc. at 81. Sprint can only

make this misleading, overly-dramatic statement by ignoring the perfectly rational process that

the PAD adopts for decommissioning POIs. In the MCI Arbitration Decision, the Commission

established an even-handed process that requires carriers to negotiate in good faith to attempt to

reach agreement over a requested decommissioning. Any disagreement can be handled through

the dispute resolution procedures of the ICA, and then taken to the Commission for resolution, if

necessary. MCI Arbitration Decision at 88-89. Thus, the ultimate authority on any

decommissioning issue in the event of a dispute will be the Commission – not Sprint and not

AT&T Illinois. AT&T Reply at 22.

Finally, Sprint asserts that a statement in the PAD relating to Issue 49 (which deals with

transition, not decommissioning) means that it may unilaterally decommission existing POIs.

Sprint Exc. at 81, n. 36. This is nonsense. The language in Issue 49 applies only to Sprint’s

19 Specifically, Dr. Liu testified that the OC-12 threshold for establishing an additional POI “does not apply to
decommissioning. In fact, I did not and I do not recommend using the trigger for decommissioning. That approach
would be inconsistent with the Commission's decision in the past.” Tr. at 1047.
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conversion, if it elects, to an interconnection arrangement in which it obtains TELRIC-based

rates for Interconnection Facilities that are used solely for “Interconnection” traffic. Nothing in

Issue 49 addresses the number of POIs, the establishment of POIs or the decommissioning of

POIs. Of course, Sprint’s footnote 36 is not an “exception” to anything in the PAD. It is merely

notice that it intends to continue taking unreasonable positions in the future. AT&T Illinois will

address those issues if and when they arise.

The Law: Sprint regurgitates all the legal arguments it raised in its testimony and briefs.

The PAD correctly rejected those arguments for the reasons AT&T Illinois and Staff set forth in

their briefs. See AT&T Br. at 53-56; AT&T Reply at 24-25; Staff Br. at 21-22; Staff Reply at

13-15. In summary form:

First, Sprint is wrong when it asserts that section 251(c)(2)(B) of the 1996 Act gives it an

unfettered right to decommission POIs. Sprint Exc. at 83-85. None of the FCC orders or court

opinions that Sprint relies upon addresses decommissioning. It is no surprise that there is no

authority supporting Sprint’s position, because establishing a POI in the first instance is far

different from decommissioning an existing POI that has been established through the effort and

expense of both parties. Once a carrier has voluntarily established multiple POIs, the elimination

of those POIs directly impacts the interests of the connecting carrier and the public. Moreover,

section 251(c)(2)(D) gives the Commission leeway to approve interconnection terms and

conditions for the decommissioning of POIs, as long as those terms and conditions are “just,

reasonable, and nondiscriminatory.” In short, the PAD is not inconsistent with anything in

section 251(c) or in any FCC or court decision..

Second, Sprint argues that the MCI Arbitration Decision is bad precedent because: (1) the

Commission did not engage in a “section 251(c) analysis” and (2) the decision is limited to fiber
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meet-point facilities, which are not involved here. Sprint Exc. at 85-86. Sprint’s 251(c)(2)

argument is specious. No special “section 251(c)(2) analysis” is required for POI issues. Sprint

is apparently referring to the Supreme Court’s holding in Talk America that Interconnection

Facilities are available under section 251(c)(2) even though they are no longer available to

CLECs as unbundled network elements under section 251(c)(3). That analysis is unique to

Interconnection Facilities and does not apply to POIs. As for the fiber meet argument, nothing in

the MCI Arbitration Decision limits the Commission’s ruling to fiber meet arrangements. On the

contrary, the Commission’s ruling by its terms applies to “any established interconnection

arrangement.” Id.at 88.

Third, Sprint contends that the CAF Order requires the Commission to revisit the MCI

Arbitration Decision because the transition to bill-and-keep changes the “economics associated

with establishing POIs.” Sprint Exc. at 86-87. Sprint has this all wrong. It cites to the “change

in law” portion of the CAF Order (¶ 815), but “change in law” is irrelevant to this proceeding

because the parties are not attempting to amend an existing ICA – they are developing a new

ICA. Moreover, paragraph 815 says nothing about POIs and so provides no authority for

Sprint’s position. When the CAF Order does discuss POIs, it does so in its Further Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking, where it asks for comments on “additional topics that will guide the next

steps to comprehensive reform of the intercarrier compensation system initiated in the Order.”

Id. at ¶¶ 1296, 1316. This corroborates that the CAF Order requires no change in the way the

Commission treats POIs.

Finally, Sprint contends that the PAD should not have considered two of AT&T Illinois’

arguments against unilateral decommissioning of POIs, i.e., that: (1) it unfairly wastes the effort

and expense incurred by AT&T Illinois to establish the POIs in the first place; and (2) it
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potentially degrades robust interconnection arrangements established between facilities-based

carriers. Sprint Exc. at 87-89. Sprint is mistaken. AT&T Illinois’ arguments on these two

points were fully supported by the record and appropriately taken into account by the PAD. See,

e.g., AT&T Reply at 24; Albright Direct at 22-25. And there is no reason to foreclose these

arguments because, as we explain above, nothing in federal law gives Sprint the right to

unilaterally decommission POIs. This is an open question under federal law, and under section

251(c)(2)(D) the Commission has leeway to approve interconnection terms and conditions for

the decommissioning of POIs, as long as those terms and conditions are “just, reasonable, and

nondiscriminatory.” AT&T Illinois’ arguments bear on the justness and reasonableness of the

“interconnection terms and conditions” at issue here.

For all these reasons, the Commission should reject all of Sprint’s exceptions to Issue 16.

VI. TRANSIT (ISSUE 43)

ISSUE 43: What is the appropriate rate that a Transit Service Provider
should charge for Transit Traffic Service?

1. The 1996 Act does not require AT&T Illinois to provide transit service at
TELRIC-based rates.

This Commission has repeatedly and correctly ruled that neither the 1996 Act nor state

law requires AT&T Illinois to provide transit service at TELRIC-based rates. The Commission

first addressed the question whether the 1996 Act requires transit service in its January 6, 1997,

Arbitration Decision in Docket No. AB-008, Sprint Communications Company, L.P., Petition for

Arbitration of Interconnection, Rates, Terms and Conditions, and Related Arrangements with

Illinois Bell Telephone Company d/b/a Ameritech Illinois. It held (at 10): “The Act does not

require transiting.”

Later that year, in its Arbitration Decision in Docket Nos. 96-AB-003, et al., AT&T

Communications of Illinois, Inc., Petition for Arbitration of Interconnection Rates, Terms and
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Conditions and Related Arrangements with Illinois Bell Telephone Company d/b/a/ Ameritech

Illinois, the Commission held (at 10): “Is transiting required by the Act, the [Local Competition]

Order or state law? It is not.”

The Commission reaffirmed those rulings in its November 30, 2004 MCI Arbitration

Decision in Docket No. 04-0469, holding (at 123), “the . . . rate for transit traffic is not required

to be cost-based under either federal or state law.” (Emphasis added.) See also id. at 160 (“As

Staff noted. . . , neither the 1996 Act nor [Illinois law] explicitly addresses issues related to

transit services. . . . [N]o current rule requires SBC to provide transit service at TELRIC

prices.”).

Accordingly, Staff in this case correctly acknowledged that the Commission has ruled

that nothing in federal or state law explicitly addresses transit service and that there is therefore

no requirement that transit be provided at TELRIC-based rates. Direct Testimony of Staff

Witness David Reardon, at 14-15.

Sprint devoted 11 pages of post-hearing briefing to its argument that the 1996 Act

requires TELRIC-based transit service and that the Commission’s precedents are therefore

wrong. Sprint Br. at 90-97; Sprint Reply at 52-54; 56-57. Sprint’s arguments failed – just as the

arguments Sprint made on the same issue in Docket No. AB-008 failed, and just as the

arguments that MCI and the former AT&T (the CLEC) made in their arbitrations in this

Commission failed. Thus, the PAD correctly concludes (at 45), “Upon review of the extensive

arguments regarding transit service, the Commission agrees that the provision and pricing of

transit services at TELRIC is not explicitly required by the 1996 Act or the Illinois Public

Utilities Act.”
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Sprint takes exception to that conclusion, and reiterates the same bankrupt arguments

about the 1996 Act that it made in its prior submissions. Sprint Exc. at 90-94. AT&T Illinois

has fully explained why the 1996 Act does not require it to provide transit service at TELRIC-

based rates (and thus why this Commission’s precedents to that effect are correct), and

respectfully refers the Commission to its prior submissions for that explanation. AT&T Br. at

122-131; AT&T Reply at 65-69.

In addition, however, Sprint excitedly cites the Second Circuit’s recent ruling in the

SNET case that the 1996 Act does require transit service at TELRIC-based rates. Sprint Exc. at

89, 90. The Second Circuit’s decision is not controlling in Illinois, however, and the

Commission should accord it no weight, because it was wrongly decided, for a number of

reasons, including:

 The Second Circuit’s decision was based first and foremost on the court’s view
that, “It would be inconsistent with the stated purpose of the TCA [1996 Act] to
allow AT&T to charge a higher negotiated rate for [transit] service because this
would impose additional costs and competitive disadvantages upon new entrants.”
Slip op. at 4. The Seventh Circuit, whose decisions are controlling in Illinois
repudiated this approach to interpreting the 1996 Act in Wisconsin Bell, Inc. v Bie,
340 F.3d 441, 445 (7th Cir. 2003). In that case, the Seventh Circuit overturned an
order of the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin that stretched the law to
serve the purported purpose of the 1996 Act, and stated, “The commission . . .
argues that. . . the state’s. . . requirement promotes the procompetitive policy of
the [1996] act. But to identify the policy underlying a statute and then run with it
is a dangerous method of interpretation . . . .”

 In particular, the Second Circuit concluded in SNET that transit service should be
provided at TELRIC-based rates because otherwise, CLECs would “sustain an
additional cost, one not imposed on ILECs, to facilitate ‘the mutual exchange of
traffic’ as required in the definition of interconnection.” Slip op. at 14. This is a
perfect example of the sort of analysis the Seventh Circuit has criticized: Nothing
in the 1996 Act remotely suggests that the requirements set forth in the Act must
be applied in a way that spares CLECs (or CMRS providers like Sprint) from
costs that ILECs do not incur.

 The Second Circuit’s legal analysis is erroneous. As FCC Rule 51.5 provides,
“interconnection” under section 251(c)(2) is “the linking of two networks for the
mutual exchange of traffic. This does not include the transport and termination of
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traffic.” From this it follows that interconnection does not encompass transit
service, because transit service is not the physical linkage of two networks – it is
transport, and transit service is not the “mutual exchange of traffic,” because it
involves the exchange of traffic between one of the interconnected carriers
(Sprint, in this instance) and a third party carrier. See AT&T Br. at 123-124. The
Second Circuit tried to avoid this unavoidable conclusion by stating that “[t]he
FCC has ruled that carriers have the right to interconnect to exchange traffic that
does not originate or terminate on their networks.” Slip Op. at 16. But the FCC
has not made such a ruling – and the two FCC decisions the Second Circuit cites
for its assertion do not support that assertion, and certainly do not support the
proposition that transit is a 251(c)(2) interconnection duty:

o The court first cites In the matter of Time Warner Cable Request for
Declaratory Ruling that Competitive Local Exchange Carriers May
Obtain Interconnection Under Section 251 of the Communications Act of
1934, as Amended, to Provide Wholesale Telecoms. Servs. to VoIP
Providers, 22 FCC Rcd. 3513 (2007).

o Time Warner says nothing that is relevant to section 251(c)(2)
interconnection. All the FCC decided in that case is that a CLEC
providing wholesale service can interconnect and exchange traffic with an
ILEC when providing service to other carriers. (In other words, a CLEC
providing transit service to other CLECs can interconnect to the ILEC to
pass along traffic from the originating CLEC.) Time Warner, ¶¶ 1,8. The
FCC’s decision included no analysis of whether an ILEC must provide
transit service as part of interconnection.

o Moreover, the FCC said that the wholesale CLEC was entitled to
interconnect to the ILEC under sections 251(a) and (b) of the 1996 Act –
there is no mention of Section 251(c). Indeed, footnote 18 specifically
states that the decision is not addressing or interpreting section 251(c) in
any way.

o The Second Circuit also cites to TSR Wireless, LLC v. U.S. West Comms.,
Inc., 15 FCC Rcd. 11166 (2000), for the proposition that “interconnection
obligations under § 251 apply in favor of paging carriers who do not
originate traffic.” But that is irrelevant. The point, which the Second
Circuit missed, is that interconnection does not include transit service
because transit service is not physical linkage of two networks – it is
transport – and transit service involves the exchange of traffic between
one of the interconnected carriers and a third party carrier, rather than
between the interconnected carriers. If an ILEC interconnects with a
paging company, there is a physical linkage of the two networks, and the
traffic does flow between the two interconnected networks (when the
ILEC’s customer calls the paging company’s customer) – no third party
carrier is involved.
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o Furthermore, TSR Wireless says nothing relevant to interconnection under
section 251(c)(2). It addresses “Section 251” – but only Section 251(b)(5)
(see ¶¶ 4, 19-21), and most of the discussion relates to 47 C.F.R. § 51.703,
which is irrelevant to the definition of interconnection.

 The Second Circuit failed to address the argument that section 251(c)(2)
interconnection does not include transit because the FCC’s definition of
“interconnection” expressly excludes transport. See AT&T Br. at 123-126.

 The Second Circuit failed to address the argument that even if section 251(c)(2)
did require transit service, it would not follow that transit service must be
provided at TELRIC-based rates. See AT&T Br. at 129-131.

In sum, this Commission should stick to its guns, and should not be dissuaded by the

Second Circuit’s decision in SNET.20 This Commission has a better understanding of

interconnection matters than the Second Circuit does, and it is not required to follow that court’s

mistaken lead.

2. State law does not require AT&T Illinois to provide transit service at
TELRIC-based rates.

Sprint’s contention that state law requires AT&T Illinois to provide transit service at

TELRIC-based rates (Sprint Exc. at 98-99) cannot be taken seriously. In its 23 pages of briefing

this issue for the ALJs (Sprint Br. at 89-103; Sprint Reply at 51-61), Sprint never hinted that

state law might provide a basis for its position; its argument was based solely on federal law.

Furthermore, Sprint’s reliance on Section 13-801 of the Public Utilities Code is desperately

misplaced, as Sprint knows. See AT&T Reply at 61-63. There was no need for the PAD to

address Section 13-801, because that statute is patently inapplicable.

20 Sprint asserts that “AT&T has argued that the Commission’s prior decisions preclude the Commission from
accepting Sprint’s argument.” Sprint Exc. at 96. That is a misrepresentation. Obviously, the Commission is not
precluded from changing its mind, and AT&T Illinois never suggested otherwise. AT&T Illinois’ argument has
been that there is no good reason for the Commission to do so.
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3. The PAD appropriately does not require a true-up.

The rate that AT&T Illinois will charge Sprint for transit service pursuant to the PAD is

AT&T Illinois’ current, Commission-approved, tariffed transit rate. Sprint asserts that the

“ALJs . . . rejected AT&T’s argument that AT&T’s current rate . . . remains TELRIC compliant”

(Sprint Exc. at 99), but that is misleading. All the PAD concludes on this score – and the most it

could possibly have concluded given the evidence of record – is that the “evidence . . . has

sufficiently raised the question of whether AT&T’s TELRIC-based rate . . . remains valid.”

PAD at 45. On that basis, the PAD recommends an “investigation to determine AT&T’s updated

TELRIC-based transit service rate.” Id. The PAD did not go the additional step of determining

that AT&T Illinois’ transit rate is not TELRIC-compliant, and based on the evidence of record, it

could not. See AT&T Illinois’ Brief on Exceptions at 14-15.

Sprint also asserts, “If AT&T has not proven that its rate satisfies TELRIC, there is no

legal basis for it to be used at all.” Sprint Exc. at 99. That is preposterous. The PAD

appropriately requires Sprint to pay the same Commission-approved tariffed rate that applies to

most carriers in Illinois unless and until the Commission changes the rate.21 Sprint’s contention

to the contrary would give Sprint an illicit competitive advantage: If the Commission undertakes

an investigation of AT&T Illinois’ transit rate,22 many carriers will likely participate in that

proceeding, and if that proceeding results in a reduction in AT&T Illinois’ transit rate, all Illinois

carriers who are entitled to the benefit of that reduction will enjoy the benefit starting on the date

the Commission establishes in its final order in that proceeding. Other carriers will not be given

21 “Most” because, as noted below, some carriers have negotiated different rates with AT&T Illinois in unregulated
commercial contracts, and Sprint is welcome to do so as well.

22 AT&T Illinois has taken exception to that aspect of the PAD’s resolution of Issue 43. See AT&T Illinois’ Brief
on Exceptions at 12-16.
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a retroactive reduction (i.e., a refund), and there is no reason that Sprint should either – whether

in the form of what Sprint would call a true-up or otherwise.

Sprint argues that “the Commission cannot allow AT&T to charge its tariffed rate when it

provides Transit Service to its affiliate at a much lower rate.” Sprint Exc. at 100. This is an

intentional effort to mislead the Commission by the omission of three key undisputed facts:

First, the transit rate that AT&T Illinois’ affiliate – AT&T Mobility – pays is not an Illinois rate.

It is a 22-state rate – effectively an average across AT&T’s 22-state ILEC footprint. AT&T Br.

at 137. Second¸ the rate AT&T Mobility pays is not a regulated rate; it is a rate that was

negotiated in the commercial free market, where multiple competing providers of transit service

negotiate competitive rates. Id. Third, if Sprint wants the same rate as AT&T Mobility, all Sprint

has to do is accept the AT&T ILECs’ offer to enter into the same multi-state commercial transit

agreement that AT&T Mobility has. AT&T Reply at 64.

4. In no event should the Commission adopt Sprint’s proposed rate.

In its kitchen sink attack on the PAD, Sprint’s last gasp argument on the transit issue is

that the Commission should adopt Sprint’s proposed transit rate – $0.00035 per minute of use.

Given Sprint’s insistence that the rate absolutely positively must be TELRIC-based, this is an

ironic proposal, because it is undisputed that Sprint’s proposed rate absolutely positively is not

TELRIC-based. See Staff Br. at 43 (describing Sprint’s proposed rate as “a non-Illinois, non-

TELRIC rate that is a proxy for TELRIC in this state”); PAD at 46 (noting that “proxy rates

suggested by Sprint . . . are either based on commercially negotiated agreements or non-Illinois

costs”). AT&T Illinois respectfully refers the Commission to AT&T Br. at 142-146 for a

complete discussion of why Sprint’s proposed rate cannot be adopted.
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The Commission should modify the PAD’s decision on Issue 43 as set forth in AT&T

Illinois’ Brief on Exceptions. In any event, the Commission should reject Sprint’s exceptions on

Issue 43 for the reasons set forth above.

VII. INTRAMTA TRAFFIC AND INTERMTA TRAFFIC ISSUES (ISSUES 5, 7-8, 36,
39-40, 41)

The exceptions to the PAD’s resolution of the “IntraMTA Traffic and InterMTA Traffic

Issues” fall into two categories. First, Sprint contests the PAD’s conclusion that interMTA

traffic is subject to access charges whether or not it is “toll” traffic. Second, Sprint and Staff

contest the PAD’s conclusion that AT&T Illinois is entitled to originating access when it

originates a call to a Sprint customer that is an interMTA call because the Sprint customer is

roaming outside the originating MTA. The Commission should affirm the PAD’s conclusion

regarding these issues.

1. InterMTA Traffic is subject to access charges whether or not it is “toll”
traffic.

Sprint reiterates in its exceptions brief all the same arguments it made to the ALJs in

support of its proposal to limit access charges to “toll” interMTA traffic. The PAD correctly

rejected those arguments, because they misconstrue federal law, as AT&T Illinois demonstrated

previously.

Sprint first complains (at 106) that the PAD failed to find “that AT&T performs the exact

same network functions on InterMTA calls as it does on IntraMTA calls.” However, there is no

reason for the Commission to make such a finding, because it is irrelevant. A terminating carrier

generally performs the same network functions to terminate a call that has been delivered to it,

whether the call is local, intraLATA, interLATA, long distance, intrastate, interstate,

international, intraMTA, or interMTA. That fact has no bearing on the compensation the

terminating carrier is entitled to receive. The FCC’s rules have long distinguished between the
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reciprocal compensation charges due for the termination of local traffic and the access charges

due for the termination of long distance traffic, despite the fact that the terminating carrier

generally does the same thing to terminate the call (i.e., route the call over its network to the

recipient).

Sprint also reiterates (at 109-111) its assertion that under the FCC Rule 51.901(b), only

“exchange access” is subject to access charges, and under the definitions in the Communications

Act of 1934, “exchange access” requires a “telephone toll service,” meaning there is a “separate

charge not included in contracts with subscribers for exchange service.” Sprint is ignoring the

language of the 1934 Act, which makes these definitions expressly inapplicable where “the

context otherwise requires.” 47 U.S.C. § 153.

In the context of the FCC’s access charge requirements, such charges have never been

limited to traffic upon which a “separate charge” is made. The FCC’s compensation rules,

including FCC Rule 51.901(b), implement 47 U.S.C. § 251(g), which the FCC has explained was

intended to preserve the access charge regime created by the 1982 AT&T Consent Decree.

Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications Act of 1996, 16

FCC Rcd. 9151, 2001 WL 455869 (2001) (“ISP Remand Order”), ¶ 36 n.64. Under the AT&T

Consent Decree, “exchange access” was not limited to the origination or termination of “toll”

service. To the contrary, it was defined as “‘the provision of exchange services for the purpose

of originating or terminating interexchange telecommunications,’” as opposed to local traffic.

Id. ¶ 37 n.65 (quoting United States v. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. 131, 228 (D.D.C. 1982)).

The federal courts have thus correctly rejected the same argument Sprint makes here. For

example, in Global NAPs, Inc. v. Verizon New England, Inc., 454 F.3d 91, 98 (2d Cir. 2006), the

Second Circuit expressly rejected the argument that long distance traffic is exempt from access
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charges if a carrier “imposes no separate toll charges.” That argument “is beside the point”

because “what really mattered in determining whether an access charge was appropriate was

whether a call traversed local exchanges, not how a carrier chose to bill its customers.” Id.

Similarly, in Line Systems, Inc. v. Sprint Nextel Corp., 2012 WL 3024015, *4 (E.D. Pa. July 24,

2012), the court rejected Sprint’s argument “that its decision not to charge its customers separate

fees means that Line Systems does not provide Sprint ‘exchange access.’” “Sprint’s billing

methods are . . . ‘beside the point,’” because “[t]he type of phone call, not Sprint’s approach to

charging its customers, controls.” Id. The court deferred to the FCC’s “distinction between

interMTA and intraMTA calls,” under which “InterMTA calls . . . are subject to tariff-based

access charges.” Id. See also Verizon Wireless (VAW) LLC v. Sahr, 457 F. Supp. 2d 940, 951

(D.S.D. 2006) (“[i]nterMTA calls are non-local calls, whether intrastate or interstate, and are

subject to access charges”).

Sprint suggests (at 111) that footnote 1902 of the CAF Order supports its position. The

opposite is true. The FCC stated there:

The Act defines “telephone toll service” as “telephone service between
stations in different exchange areas for which there is made a separate
charge not included in contracts with subscribers for exchange service.” 47
U.S.C. § 153(55). The Commission previously has described toll services as
“services that enable customers to communicate outside of their local
exchange calling area,” and that, for wireless providers, this means outside
the customer’s plan-defined home calling area.

The FCC thus contrasted its description of “toll services” with the old definition from the

Act. It did not reiterate any requirement for “a separate charge,” but explained that it described

toll services more broadly, as “services that enable customers to communicate outside of their

local exchange calling area.” In any event, the FCC did not address there the meaning of

“exchange access” under FCC Rule 51.901(b).
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Sprint also attempts (at 111) to rely once again upon an FCC universal service order. But

the FCC expressly stated there that its “discussion of ‘toll services,’ ‘toll traffic,’ and ‘toll

revenues’ in this order pertains solely to universal service contribution obligations,” and

“[n]othing in this order is intended to address intercarrier compensation.” In the Matter of

Universal Service Contribution Methodology, 23 FCC Rcd. 1411, n.29 (2008) (emphasis

added).23

Sprint asserts (at 110) that the FCC “failed to explicitly discuss InterMTA Traffic

anywhere in the CAF Order.” However, the rules the FCC adopted in that Order specify, with

respect to wireless traffic, that “Non-Access Telecommunications Traffic means . . .

Telecommunications traffic exchanged between a LEC and a CMRS provider that, at the

beginning of the call, originates and terminates within the same Major Trading Area.” 47 C.F.R.

§ 51.701(b)(2). As a result, wireless traffic that does not originate and terminate in the same

MTA must be “Access” traffic. That is the only possible result, because the CAF Order rules

divide the entire universe of telecommunications traffic into two basic categories: (1) “Non-

Access Telecommunications Traffic,” addressed in Subpart H of the Part 51 Rules, and (2)

“Access” traffic, addressed in Subpart J.

In short, the PAD correctly rejected Sprint’s proposal to limit access charges to “toll”

interMTA traffic. As a result, the Commission should reject Sprint’s exceptions as to Issues 5, 7,

8, 39, and 40.

23 Moreover, in the CAF Order proceeding, Sprint expressly urged the FCC to extend its analysis of toll services in
the universal service order to the intercarrier compensation context, just as it asks the Commission to do here. See
Tr. 108. The FCC refused to adopt Sprint’s analysis, and this Commission should do the same.
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2. AT&T Illinois is entitled to originating access charges for InterMTA traffic
that it originates.

Issue 41 concerns originating access charges for locally-dialed land-to-mobile interMTA

traffic that AT&T Illinois originates and delivers to Sprint. Sprint and Staff take exception to the

PAD’s resolution of this issue, reiterating their assertion that originating access charges should

not apply because this traffic is locally-dialed and not delivered to an interexchange carrier

(“IXC”). Sprint Exc. at 107-108, 112-113, 119; Staff Exc. at 10-12. They are wrong.

The FCC has already addressed this situation, in paragraph 1043 of its 1996 Local

Competition Order. There, the FCC explained that “most traffic between LECs and CMRS

providers is not subject to interstate access charges unless it is carried by an IXC, with the

exception of certain interstate interexchange service provided by CMRS carriers, such as some

‘roaming’ traffic that transits incumbent LEC’s switching facilities, which is subject to interstate

access charges.” (Emphasis added.) In a footnote, the FCC reiterated its prior conclusion that

“‘[s]ome cellular carriers provide their customers with a service whereby a call to a subscriber’s

local cellular number will be routed to them over interstate facilities when the customer is

‘roaming’ in a cellular system in another state,’” and “‘[i]n this case, the cellular carrier is

providing not local exchange service but interstate, interexchange service,’” and “‘[i]n this and

other situations where a cellular company is offering interstate, interexchange service, the local

telephone company providing interconnection is providing exchange access to an interexchange

carrier and may expect to be paid the appropriate access charge.’” Id. n.2485 (quoting The Need

to Promote Competition and Efficient Use of Spectrum for Radio Common Carrier Services, 59

RR2d 1275, 1284-85 n.3 (1986)).

This passage disposes of Sprint’s and Staff’s exceptions to the PAD’s resolution of Issue

41. It makes clear that when Sprint transports a call to one of its roaming subscribers in another
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state, it is deemed to be providing interexchange service (i.e., is acting as an interexchange

carrier) for purposes of the FCC’s access charge rules, even if, in Staff’s words (at 11) “there is

no entity like the standard IXC in the traditional model.” And it makes clear that “the local

telephone company providing interconnection is providing exchange access” and “may expect to

be paid the appropriate access charge.” Local Competition Order, n.2485. Nothing in the FCC’s

conclusion turned upon whether the local telephone company routed the call to the calling

party’s IXC instead of the wireless carrier, or knew that the wireless customer was roaming

outside the MTA. Rather, it turned upon the fact that the wireless carrier was providing

“interexchange service” to its customer,24 and hence was obtaining exchange access from the

originating carrier. Id.

Sprint also repeats (at 107-108, 112-113, 119) its assertion that AT&T Illinois is

providing telephone exchange service to its customer in these circumstances, but that is beside

the point. The dispositive point is that AT&T Illinois is providing “exchange access” – i.e., “the

provision of exchange services for the purpose of originating or terminating interexchange

telecommunications” (AT&T, 552 F. Supp. at 228) – to Sprint, because by transporting the call

outside the MTA, Sprint is deemed to be acting as an interexchange carrier, just as if the call had

been delivered by AT&T Illinois to a third-party IXC. Nor does the Commission’s decision in

Teleport Commc’ns Group Inc. v. Illinois Bell Tel. Co., Docket 97-0519, 1998 WL 34302216

(March 11, 1998), help Sprint. Cf. Sprint Exc. at 114. In that case, the Commission held that

locally-dialed calls delivered to an Internet Service Provider (“ISP”) did not involve “exchange

access” because ISPs are treated as end-users and the calls are deemed to “terminate” locally,

24 Staff’s suggestion (at 12) that Sprint would be incurring transport costs “that it can’t recover” is thus wrong,
because Sprint is providing the interexchange service to its customer, and can recover its costs of providing its
“roaming” service from its own customer.
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where they are delivered to the ISP. Here, there is no question that the calls at issue do not

terminate locally, but are transported by Sprint to end-users located outside the originating MTA.

For these reasons, the PAD was correct in concluding that land-to-mobile InterMTA calls

are subject to originating switched access charges, just as mobile-to-land InterMTA calls are

subject to terminating access charges. See, In the Matter of Developing a Unified Intercarrier

Compensation Regime, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 16 FCC Rcd 9610, 9614 (2001)

(referring to the FCC’s access charge rules, “which govern payments that [IXCs] and CMRS

carriers make to LECs to originate and terminate long distance calls”) (emphasis added); Union

Tel. Co. v. Pub. Serv. Comm’n of Utah, 2009 WL 2019062 (D. Utah 2009) (affirming Utah PSC

decision approving ICA provisions that allow Qwest (an ILEC) to assess Union Telephone (a

CMRS provider) originating switched access charges on land-to-mobile traffic and terminating

switched access charges on mobile-to-land traffic, and rejecting Union’s request that such

provisions be made reciprocal).

3. Sprint’s other arguments regarding Issues 5, 39 And 40 are baseless.

Issue 5 concerns Sprint’s proposal to define “Section 251(b)(5) Traffic” to mean all

telecommunications traffic. See Sprint Exc. at 115. While the PAD agreed with AT&T Illinois

and Staff that there is no reason to include this definition in the ICA, Sprint now argues that the

PAD is wrong because the term “251(b)(5) Calls” is used in the Pricing Sheets, and is limited

there to IntraMTA calls, even though the FCC has defined section 251(b)(5) traffic more

broadly. Sprint is being disingenuous, and its new argument is merely a back-door attempt to

avoid paying access charges even on traffic that Sprint admits is subject to access charges. The

term “251(b)(5) Calls” is used in the Pricing Sheets to refer to traffic that is subject to bill-and-

keep, and provides that for purposes of that Pricing Sheets, 251(b)(5) Calls are limited to

intraMTA traffic. Sprint’s proposal to define section 251(b)(5) Traffic to include all traffic
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would merely create confusion, because it could suggest that all traffic is subject to bill-and-keep

(which even Sprint admits is not the law).

With respect to Issue 39, Sprint also takes exception to the PAD’s adoption of AT&T

Illinois’ language that would require the use of JIP data to estimate call percentages, asserting (at

118) that this is inconsistent with the PAD’s recommendation on Issue 30(b). However, contrary

to Sprint’s suggestion, the PAD did not conclude under Issue 30(b) that Sprint should not be

required to populate JIP data. Rather, it rejected language proposed by AT&T Illinois that would

require the parties to agree to abide by the OBF’s resolution of Issue 2308, which concerns rules

for the population of JIP. The PAD concluded (at 20) that because the OBF has not reached a

conclusion, “it would be inappropriate to require the parties to include something in an ICA

without having first reviewed it.” That says nothing, however, about whether Sprint should be

required to populate JIP, which is an entirely different question. As AT&T Illinois established in

its testimony, JIP data can be used to help monitor or validate the accuracy of any agreed-upon

factor, and thus should be transmitted. AT&T Illinois reiterates that, as the PAD notes, it is

willing to use a different indicator should Sprint find a more accurate way to identify traffic, but

at this point “there is no evidence in the record of a better method or alternative to obtaining the

information.” PAD at 62.

With respect to Issue 40, Sprint reiterates (at 118) its suggestion that access traffic be

billed at bill-and-keep, instead of at access rates, because it would be more “administratively

efficient.” There is no legal basis for that suggestion, and Sprint makes no attempt to identify

one.
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VIII. MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES (ISSUES 51, 60)

ISSUE 51(c): Under what circumstances should a deposit be required and
what should be the amount of the deposit?

In its presentation of this issue to the ALJs, Sprint took the extreme position that a

request for a deposit should be permitted only in the event of a “failure to pay an undisputed

charge.” Sprint Br. at 123. That position was squarely at odds with universal commercial

practice: When a seller provides goods or services on credit (as AT&T Illinois does when it

provides services to Sprint under the ICA and bills Sprint for those services later), the seller may

appropriately seek a deposit from any buyer whose credit is questionable – whether or not the

buyer has already failed to pay a bill. The PAD appropriately rejected Sprint’s position – and

Sprint has now abandoned that position.

The PAD adopts language that appropriately allows AT&T Illinois to demand a deposit

in three circumstances, namely, if: (i) Sprint’s credit or financial health is impaired based on

“information available from Third Party financial sources” (§ 9.2.1); (ii) Sprint fails to timely

pay AT&T Illinois’ undisputed bills (§ 9.2.2); or (iii) Sprint files for bankruptcy or admits its

inability to pay its debts as they come due (§ 9.2.4). PAD at 70. Contrary to Sprint’s contention

that the ALJs uncritically accepted AT&T Illinois’ positions, the PAD rejects a fourth

circumstance that AT&T Illinois proposed – an increase in Sprint’s gross monthly billings. Id.

(rejecting AT&T Illinois’ proposed § 9.2.3).25 Sprint takes exception to one of the three deposit

triggers the PAD adopted, namely, section 9.2.1, claiming that it allows AT&T Illinois to make

“a subjective determination . . . without reference to any standard.” Sprint Exc. at 120.

Sprint, having focused its arbitration efforts on its now-abandoned position that a deposit

demand should be permitted only from a carrier that fails to pay its bills, and so having

25 The language AT&T Illinois proposed for sections 9.2.1 through 9.2.4 is displayed in AT&T Br. at 151-152.
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fruitlessly opposed three of AT&T Illinois’ proposed deposit triggers in toto, should not be heard

to complain now about a nuance in the phrasing of one of those three triggers. In any event, the

language of AT&T Illinois’ proposed section 9.2.1 is not unduly subjective, because it requires a

good faith determination that Sprint’s credit worthiness or financial health is actually impaired,

based on information from Third Party financial sources – and it is undisputed that AT&T

Illinois has been very judicious in exercising its right to demand a deposit; indeed, AT&T Illinois

is currently holding a deposit from only 19 of the 143 CLECs and CMRS providers from which

it is entitled to demand a deposit. See AT&T Br. at 153. If the Commission has any concern

about AT&T Illinois’ section 9.2.1, however, it should direct the parties to replace it with the

corresponding, indisputably objective language the Commission adopted in its 2004 MCI

Arbitration Decision.26 See AT&T Reply at 70.27 The one thing the Commission should not do

is agree with Sprint that AT&T Illinois should not be able to demand a deposit if Sprint’s (or an

adopting carrier’s) credit worthiness or financial health is impaired.

ISSUE 51(d): What other terms and conditions governing deposits should be
included in the ICA.

The Commission should disregard Sprint’s exceptions on Issue 51(d), because Sprint

previously raised no objection to any of the contract language about which it is now

complaining. The purpose of exceptions is bring to the Commission’s attention asserted errors

26 Arbitration Decision, Docket No. 04-0469, MCI Metro Access Trans. Serv’s., Inc. et al. Petition for Arbitration of
Interconnection Rates, Terms and Conditions, and Related Arrangements with Illinois Bell Telephone Company
Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (Nov. 30, 2004) (“MCI Arbitration Decision”).

27 The corresponding language that the Commission adopted in the MCI Arbitration Decision allows for a deposit
demand if “there has been an impairment of the established credit, financial health or creditworthiness of the Billed
Party. Such impairment will be determined from information available from financial sources, that the Billed Party
has not maintained a BBB or better long term debt rating or an A-2 or better short term debt rating by Standard and
Pool’s for the prior six months.” See Greenlaw Rebuttal at 8-9.
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that the ALJs made based on the information the parties presented – not to raise new matters that

were never presented to the ALJs.

Generally, Issue 51 concerned deposits. The disputed contract language comprised

several disagreements, such as whether both parties would be subject to a possible deposit

demand (Issue 51(a)), whether the ICA should provide that no deposit will be required as of the

Effective Date (Issue 51(b)), and under what circumstances a deposit should be required, and in

what amount (Issue 51(c)). In addition, the parties did not reach agreement on miscellaneous

bits and pieces of language concerning deposits, and that aspect of the issue was covered by

Issue 51(d): “What other terms and conditions governing deposits should be included in the

ICA?”

In its initial post-hearing brief, Sprint said this about Issue 51(d): “The only point in

dispute with respect to other terms and conditions governing deposits is when deposits should be

returned. Sprint’s position is set out in § 9.7.” Sprint Br. at 127. Sprint then went on to explain

why its proposed § 9.7 should be adopted. Id. at 127-128. The PAD resolves that matter – the

return of a deposit – in favor of Sprint. PAD at 70. What is important here is that the only

“other term and condition” that Sprint addressed was that one – Sprint said nothing about the

matters it now seeks to raise.

Nor did Sprint say anything in its post-hearing reply brief about any of the matters it now

seeks to raise concerning Issue 51(d). On the contrary, Sprint reiterated (mistakenly) that “[t]he

only dispute on Issue 51(d) is the question of when a deposit should be returned.” Sprint Reply

at 74. And this despite the fact that AT&T Illinois initial brief made clear that Sprint was wrong

when it said that the return of deposit language was all that was at stake on Issue 51(d).
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Specifically, AT&T Illinois’ initial brief discussed the return of deposit language (AT&T

Br. at 159-160) and then, separately, discussed “Other terms and conditions governing deposits”

(id. at 161). Furthermore, AT&T Illinois’ discussion gave examples of the other terms and

conditions that were at issue, and explained why AT&T Illinois’ “other terms and conditions”

should be adopted. Id. at 161-162. Thus, there is no excuse for Sprint’s failure to discuss in its

reply brief any of the “other terms and conditions” concerning deposits about which it is now, for

the first time, complaining.

The ALJs cannot be expected to address concerns that Sprint does not bother to bring to

their attention, and the Commission should not entertain “exceptions” on points about which

Sprint said nothing until now. The Commission should therefore reject Sprint’s exceptions on

Issue 51(d) for that reason alone.

ISSUE 60: Should the ICA require the Disputing Party to use the Billing
Party’s preferred form in order to dispute a bill?

The undisputed evidence showed that of all the carriers with which AT&T Illinois has an

ICA, only Sprint refuses to use AT&T Illinois’ form to dispute AT&T Illinois’ bills. AT&T Br.

at 182. In fact, the Commission has approved approximately 80 ICAs that, like AT&T Illinois’

proposal here, require the Billed Party to use the Billing Party’s dispute form. Id.

It is also undisputed that Sprint’s refusal to use AT&T Illinois’ form imposes additional

costs on AT&T Illinois. AT&T Illinois’ form is compatible with AT&T Illinois’ billing and

collection systems, while Sprint’s form is not, and Sprint’s unwillingness to use the same form

that everyone else uses requires AT&T Illinois to spend a disproportionate amount of time, and

therefore money, to investigate and reconcile the disputes. Id. AT&T Illinois must correct

Sprint’s billing information, populate the missing and incomplete data, look up accounts, and

reformat the dispute forms. Id.
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Sprint asserts it will incur costs if it is required to use AT&T Illinois’ form. There is no

record evidence to support that assertion, but even if there were, the question would be: As

between AT&T Illinois and Sprint, which party should incur costs associated with Sprint’s

submission of bill disputes to AT&T Illinois? The fair and reasonable answer is that since it is

Sprint that wishes to take the action, i.e., to dispute the bill, it is Sprint that should bear the cost –

just as AT&T Illinois will bear the cost of using Sprint’s form to dispute a Sprint bill under the

PAD’s resolution of this issue.

Sprint asserts that “the parties have been successfully using the existing billing dispute

process for more than 10 years.” Sprint Exc. at 125. Successfully from Sprint’s point of view,

perhaps, because AT&T Illinois has been bearing the cost of Sprint’s refusal to use the same

process as everyone else. Sprint complains about the cost being shifted from AT&T Illinois to

Sprint, but the complaint rings hollow. Why should AT&T Illinois have to bear costs that result

from Sprint’s refusal to use the same process as dozens of other carriers in Illinois – costs that

Sprint causes when it elects – whether justifiably or not – to dispute an AT&T Illinois bill?

As Sprint notes, Staff suggested that interconnecting carriers should not be required to

conform with AT&T Illinois’ internal systems, but that is inconsistent with universally accepted

business practice. When a company has many customers, the customers conform with the

vendor’s systems. This is true of a credit card company vis-à-vis its customers, an airline vis-à-

vis its customers, and a hospital with respect to its patients. The reason is obvious: If a credit

card company’s millions of customers could choose their own individualized means of

communicating with the company, chaos would result. Likewise for the airline and the hospital.

And for AT&T Illinois with respect to its hundreds of wholesale customers – as all of those

customers except Sprint accept by using AT&T Illinois’ standard form.
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Finally, Sprint’s assertion that the PAD’s resolution of this issue “would, in essence have

a chilling effect on disputing charges” (Sprint Exc. at 124) is pure fantasy, with no basis in the

record. If Sprint has a legitimate billing dispute and must choose either to forego the dispute or

use AT&T Illinois’ form, it will use AT&T Illinois’ form.
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